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FOR THE HOSPITAL

RALPH RAWLEY WON

THREE CENTS A COPY
HE IS COMING HERE

MANY NEW MEMBERS

Volume 88.................... Number I 24

FIVE THOUSAND IN LINE

Dr. David A. Pitt, Who Will Attend
Proceeds of Next Sunday’s Tom Pietroski Was Second Rubinstein
Club
Greets Local Conference, a Prominent
Prom the flies of Thc Courler-Oa
Baptist
And Seven Bands Tooting All the Time—Knox County
Football Game Go To a
—Boys Leave Tomorrow,
1 hem At Opening Session
zette we learn that—
NRA Parade Tuesday, October 31
Good Cause
For Chicago
One of the Baptists called on by j
,
—Mrs. Morgan’s Paper
Miss Winnifred Coughlin was
Dr. Abcmethy to serve as a member
unanimously elected librarian of the
The Rubinstein Club opened Its of the informal cabinet which he
Early in the football season it was Ralph Rawley won the Exposition
Publlc Library to succeed Miss Mar
proposed to have the proceeds of one Contest with a count of 33,564. He Is , scaren Friday in an auspicious man- established after hls election in Wash Tuesday. Oct. 31. has been deslg- | Hardware, Fred E. Burkett. Union,
garet. Snow resigned.
nated as Knox County NRA Day. and
Srocers, Alton French. Camden,
The Cruiser Indianapolis was hav- ( «ame ln 01,5 schedule of the Hock the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Rawley, {ner, with a large number of members ington was Dr. ^’.vtd A. Pitt, pastor will be featured by a vast parade at I Bankers and Brokers, Earle Mclning her standardization trials on the I 'and Shells donated to some worthy 120 Llmerock street. Tom Pietrosky present among whom were several of the Central Church or Norwich,
2 p. m. Indications point to at least tosh, Rockland.
Rockland course.
Owing to the precarious financial
runner UP wlth 30 088 He u the new members-Mrs. Marianne Bul- Conn. Dr. Pitt is a native of Ireland 5000 persons in line, with music fur-1 Gasoline, Oil and Fuel Oil, A. C.
•••
The Thrift Shop started on Its condition of Knox Hospital it seems)son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pietrosky, lard. Miss Feme Browne, Miss Mil- but most cf his life has been snent in
by seven bands. The review- McLoon. Rockland.
. 1 _ w V. ' * J r-, ■ — 4 — —
— e.
1 1C rt 4 CkCl
•»
The surest way not to fall la ♦ recond season.
the United States. TY„
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$3.30 One Way; $6.30 Itnund Trip
lie Jones. Mrs. Oertrude Burrows,
board of the Maine Federation of ciubs anfj fraternal organizations for ln the running since the contest Miss Maerice Blackington. Mrs -Izelle tist Divinity School conferred upon
BE SURE YOU'RE SAFE
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s
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was
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at
the
Rock#
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„
t
to
be
lnUialed
one
week
him the tane ol D D ,1,4 In th.i
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started was a close third with 29.851. \ Wight, Miss Carrie Williams.
(Protect yourself with Railroad
Und Country Club._____________
, pr,or
the game
only 237 behind Tom. Others who
Responsibility
It was announced that Instead ol
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
The football team is composed of put up a good fight were Elizabeth the usual annual student day pro torate qf Central Church of Norwich Leon O. Tebbetts. chairman of the j
The outreach of the church has
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
(representative young men from Rock- Breen with 20,303. Sidney Harden, gram. teachers, either Instrumental
Maine Recovery Board.
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
land. Camden, St George, and Union.117.843; Doris Caven, 12,487; William or vocal, may present a pupil on one
The following divisions, with list j
and II. L. Davis, Life Saver Cabins,
1 who play football for the love of the , Cross, 10.299 and Donna acRochc- program during the season, only one I
of commanders have thus far been i
at Warren.
game and whatever other service they ! mont 9854. Prizes were awarded to , such representation on a program.
designated:
may’ be to the community; and may j the winners of the first seven places j and Mrs. Gladys Morgan, chairman |
Dry Goods and Department Stores, I
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
the Hospital authorities and Mr. and land every contestant will be mailed a
the Program committee, to be ad- |
TEL. 92
99-tf
A. 8. Peterson, Rockland.
Mrs. Puhltc Spirited Citizen restj souvenir from the fair by the winners. I vi5ed we 11 in advance so that pupil
Furniture, Alphonso Prince, Cam- i
be Placed advantageously,
assured that we shall not only do our Saturday saw an exciting time with |
den.
|
the
outcome
in
doubt
until
the
zero
The
program
based
on
"The
More
best on the gridiron to promote clean
Oarages. C. W. Hopkins. Rockland ler, Major John Bird and Joseph L.
hour
at
10.30
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m.
The
standing
was
Rwcnt
Amerlcan
Composers
was
in
sportsmanship and uphold the tra
Insurance, Leslie B Dyer, Vinai- Brewster. The parade committees
charge of Mrs. Morgan, who pref
ditions of Knox County athletes, but posted every hour at Perry's Market aced the musical numbers by a paper
haven.
thus far selected are:
wc shall devote all our energies to land first one would be ahead and touching upon the new "school" of
Druggists, Charles H. Moor, Rock- { Vinalhaven, N. Cook Sholes. Charles
make this occasion a financial sue- then another. Over 100 persons American mirlc, founded by Aaron
L. Boman and Ambrose Peterson.
land.
cess for the Hospital. A feeling that [ waited at the store until the an- Copland. Roy Harris, Roger Sessions
Appleton. Maynard M. Brown
Wholesalers, Edwin Edwards, Rock
we have contributed in some measure nouncement of the final standing was Henry Cowell. Virgil Thompson, Ed
Camden. Oeorge Dyer, John Husby.
land
to the preservation of a worthy and made. The votes were counted dur- gar Varese and others, and preceding
Publishers and Printers, Col. E. A. Joseph A. Brewster. Alton French
nccessary institution is the only com ing the contest by the managers the youngest group none of whom are
Rockland, Milton French, H. R.
Robbins. Camden.
Dick Reed and Sid Cullen who were over 30 years of age. Heading this
pensation we ask.
Postmasters and Postal Employes, j Mullen, Austin Brewer. O. E. Wtshassisted on the last day by Miss Vir youngest group ls Abram Chasins. a
Leroy A. Black
E. R. Veazie, Rockland.
' man. Charles C. Wotton, Walter C.
teacher at the Curies Institute of
Treasurer Rockland Shells ginia Winchenbach.
Textile, C W. Babb, Camden.
|Ladd, John M. Richardson.
Music and a summer visitor ia Cam
den in recent years. Others in this
group mentioned were Marc BlitzI stein. Israel Citkowltz. I^hmann Engel. Tolbie Synderman. Herbert Inch,
and Henry Brant. In speaking of
Be Certain Your Brakes, Lights, Etc., Comply With
Had Pleaded Guilty To Robbery At Sandwich Shop In
the recent Yaddo Festival at Sara
toga
Springs.
N.
Y„
the
name
of
nuV.
UMVIU
A.
Pl
I
T,
U.U.
I wish to thank the many friends, some I
Camden, Two Months Ago
| Walter Piston was mentioned. Mr
the New Law
know and some unknown to me, who helped
Piston being the neflhew of Mrs. Interested Dr. Pitt from the earliest
I R D. Saville of this city. An inter years of his ministry and in various
with their support during the Exposition Con
Jack Stewart, who was awaiting i in an automobile, the number of
esting account of Dr. Howard Han capacities he has been active in the
test, making possible my trip to Chicago. I am
son. director of the Eastman School work of the denomination. He was the action of the November grand which was taken by Constable Oray,
of Music, and whom manv from this president of the Northern California Jury on the charge of armed robbery.. ™
four mcn to th* p,aCe
grateful for the extra gifts, a suit from M. B. &
city saw when he conducted a portion Convention in 1916-17; he is a memgtewart pleaded "guilty' tn MuC. O. Perry, a hat from Gregory’s, slippers from
of his Nordic Symphony at the East- ber of the Board of Directors of the sawed his way to freedom between
ern Music Camp this past summer. Connecticut Baptist Convention and midnight and 6 o'clock this morning, j nlcipal Court, but exonerated a
McLain Shoe Store, also, the gift from my
TEL. 700
Park & Union Sts., Rockland
was given, also a brief sketch of, for five years was president of that and was still at large when this Rockland man who was alleged to
| have been with him.
teachers.
Ralph Rawley.
John Powell of Virginia who is doing body. He has also served as first paper went to press.
Two months ago Stewart, armed ' Stewart is described as 33. of dark
a notable work in tracing and pre- vice president of the American BapRockland, Oct. 16, '33.
.
serving the native folk songs, dancer tist Foreign Mission Society and rep- and masked, is alleged to have walked complexion, with two or three gold
and lore of the south, particularly in resented Connecticut on thc Board ol into the Sandwich Shop at Camden,1 crowned upper front teeth. At the
and abstracted the contents of a slot | time of leaving Jail he wore a blue
the mountain sections.
Missionary Co-operation
machine while four men including aisuit.
Following the account of Mr. Cha-----------------constable looked on helplessly. The , Local, county and State authorities
^^one^Mr.^S S
WHITE R1BBONERS
robber arrived at the Sandwich Shop 1 are on the watch.
ANNOUNCING
CORNER FILLING STATION
famous songs, used on the programs _
_
Leon White, Jr., MgT.
of ouf most notable singers.
Religious Education Was the WOODEN BOX LUMBER
IN A HOSPITAL
MAIN ST., COR. WINTER
NEXT TO STRAND THEATRE
I. Mrs. Morgan prefaced several of,
Special Series, of Radio Programs
Topic of Last Meeting;
the numbers on the program with
short, sketches of the composers rep-,
Rev. L. G. Perry, Speaker Quality Must Be Improved "Bill’’ Donovan Was Injured
resented, all of whom are living and
In Maine—Coming Dem
During the Roosevelt Cam
truly among the most recent Ameri
The W.C.T.U held its regular
can composers. The program:
onstrations
paign In Portland
meeting in the Central Maine room
Plano-The Sacred Sepulchre
.... ! Friday. The program was under the
H Dean Shure
A market for Maine grown wooden Knox County friends of William
direction ol Miss Mabel Seavey; subMiss Irene Young
Soprano—The Fisher’s Widow
(Ject, “Religious Education." Mrs. box lumber was so good until 1924 Donovan, the well known telegrapher,
OVER WLBZ, BANGOR
m"* EdW‘rd'’ Hope Brewster read a fine paper onj that few wood lot owners felt the who has covered many big national
Mrs Loreta Bicknell
"Teaching Religion to the Child," need of producing clear lumber, says events for thc newspaper men, will
Duet—By the Bend of the River
Clara Edwards saying in part that the child taught
Watch these columns for Opening Date. Programs
Mrs. Mildred Havener
the word of Ood in its youth will al A. D. Nutting, forestry specialist, learn with much regret that he is
Mrs Maryon Benner
will be given Tuesday noons in connection with the
Soprano An Old Song
ways retain it. The child taught the Since 1927, however, lt has been ap- ' confined to the Boston City Hospital
Annabel Buchanan evils of intemperance in early youth {parent, he says, that something as the result of an accident sustained
National “Buy Now" Movement.
Peter Pan ............ William Stickle*
The Cherry Tree .... Robert Bralne will always have that Influence to should be done to improve the quality last fall when he accompanied
AND HIS ROLLICKING
Miss Cross
help combat temptations later in life.
WATCH FOR WLBZ ROCKLAND PROGRAM
Plano—The Old Guide's Story from
Mrs. Lima Barter was guest soloist ol pine for lumber. Consequently, franklin D. Roosevelt to Portland on
•’Adirondack Sketches.’’ Eastwood Lane
The Harmonica Player from ’’Alky and sang selections from the W.C.T.U. 150 w0°d 1®’ Improvement areas have a campaign trip.
Tunes’’ ............................ David Oulon song book. Rev. L. G. Perry gave a j been established In cooperation with
Mr. Donovan was thrown through
Miss Clemlce Blacklngton
Soprano I Love But Thee......................... talk on "Education in Religion." He the owners to demonstrate proper the windshield of a motor car, and
Frank LaForge .‘aid that there is great need for methords of pruning and thinning.
while lame for some time was not
The Hills of Home
Oscar Fox
Christian education, especially with
Tne demonstrations, Mr. Nutting „
. , ..
,,
Mrs Damle Gardner
the children, because crime is rapidly £ayBi are located In nearly all types Of iprcp*r?d for thc result* whlch neces‘
Piano— Impromptu
Romanza
FEATURING
increasing.
“Is theworld growing [ farm wood iot stands, as white pine, .sitated hospital treatment at this iate
from ’’Three Little Oddities.” Confrey
worse?" Ls answered by statistics from .spruce, white birch, and mixed types. I day. Hospital treatment also revealed
Miss Edna Gregory
Cootralto—Sweetheart Land
police court records of large cities, yet most ot them have been started ln 'a touch of tubercular trouble, which
Charles Huerter
I will mean his removal to Mattapan
I Shall Not Care
Helen Dallam which show that all violent crimes young white pine.
Shortenin’ Bread
Jacques Wolfe arc committed by truths from 16 to ' To demonstrate the method and Hospital for an indefinite stay.
Mrs Lydia 8torer
25. This can be overcome only by show results, meetings have been ar- I Friends of the former Thomaston
Mrs. Nettie Averill and Mrs. Faith Christian teaching among children, ranged by county agents ln the' boy may reach him now by addressBerry acted as accompanists.
Study of criminals discloses that very , several counties on the following ing Medical 5, Boston City Hospital
The next meeting will be Friday little if any were In a Sunday School! dates: Waldo County. Oct. 17-20;
Oct. 27, with Mrs. Kathleen Fuller as or at a religious service. No Boy , Washington County, Oct. 24-27; KenFL'N AT THE 'KEAG
chairman.
Scout has been found in Jail yet, due ncbcc County, Oct. 30-Nov. 1; Pisto the fine teachings in morals they cataquis County, Nov. 7 and 8;
There was something doing every
receive.
Ninety-five percent of 'Franklin County, Nov. 15-17; Oxford minute at South Thomaston Grange
BASSICK BROTHERS
j church members come from thc Sun- (County, Nov 22 and 23; York County, hall last Friday night. They started
Under Management of J. A. Brewster
day school and practically -nil church Dec 4 and 5, 26-29; Cumberland j the ball rolling by throwing 160 numSouth Thomaston
PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
PHONE 124
workers arc converted in their youth County, Dec. 6-9; Knox and Lincoln bers from thc balcony and everyone
Fine
Memorials
in
Granite!
LADIES 25c
Gentlemen 40c
Laws arc enforced only so far as the counties, Dec. 19-21.
Have Your Car Tested NOW!
scrambling for thgm. After each
85-T-tf Christian consciousness of the com
Represented by
Places within counties will be round dance someone got a souvenir.
All Makes of Cars
munity
insists
it
shall
be.
Children
C. H. WOODCOCK
Next came the .moonlight waltzes,
designated by county agents.
Tel. 56-3
Thomaston, Me. of America arc better educated,
lemon and square dances. At Inter
clothed and fed than tn any other
mission Miss Elizabeth Sleeper and
STRAND THEATRE
country, yet lead the world In crime
MLss Mary Sleeper entertained the
DANCE EVERY TUESDAY
It Is not a change of environment “Life In Thc Raw,” thc latest crowd with an egg race which was
needed but Christian training. Great romance from the pen of Zane Oray, very close. Mr. Gushee of Camden
At Ocean View Ball Room
leaders say that our country must be comes Wednesday and with lt Oeorge gave some of hls famous recitations.
EDDIE WHALEN'S PRIVATEERS
definitely religious or it will go the O'Brien, returns to thc screen after After Intermission came the streamA Clawy Ten-Pleee Band
way of all other
civilizations.
No Advance In Prices
...
. , , Chrls,an absence of about six months. cr dance, which was very pretty,
h
, onls(tbe Krrat ta-sk
th,p .Tlie story combines the elements for iDancing ended at 12.30 and every124T
church today, putting more emphasis whlch his
have gained body had a good time
on the child.
,
‘world-wide fame. There Ls romance.
I adventure, danger, acts of undaunted YOUR FAVORITE POEM
heroism — all set afealnst the dy
If I hart to live my life again I would
namic background of the West. It
have made a rule to read some poetry
is reported as a story of humans and
llaten to aome music at least once
whose emotions are laid bare by the a week The loan of these tastes la a loss
unrelenting pressure of artd wastes of happiness.—Charles Darwin
Oeorge O'Brien has a new leading
The Town Has Voted to
Will NOT
* HOME THOUGHTS
lady in this production. She ts
October
Ixi New England.
Clare Trevor, beautiful newcomer to
Be Cheaper
And I not there to see
the screen who has been recruited
The glamor of the goldenrod.
The flame of the maple tree
As of Oct. 10, 1933
from the dramatic stage.
"Beauty for Sale,” showing Thurs
October In my own land
. .
Complying with the Statute Laws of Maine
day, Ls a daring picturizatlon of the
I know what glory Alls
The mountains of New Hampshire
JEWELER
Per Selectmen of Town of St. George
{sensational Faith Baldwin novel.
And Massachusetts hills
123-125
304 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND ' Beauty." It is a drama of modem
I
know what hues of opal
city life, with a particularly intimate
Rhode Island breezes fan.
locale behind the scenes in a fashion
And how Connecticut puts on
able beauty salon. The story, which
Colors of Hindustan.
[ran serially ln Cosmopolitan Maga
t'rt?
Vermont, ln robes of splendor.
zine, was one of the most popular of
Sings with the woods of Maine
Alternate hallelujahs
the past season. Intrigue that be
Of gold and crimson stain.
gins tn fashionable boudoirs, pent
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
houses and houseboats and less pre
The armies of the asters.
Frail hosts of blue and gray.
tentious apartments occupied by
Invade the hills of home—and I
(Spcrial) Leaves Rockland Daily 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
working girls, ls brought Into focus
Three thousand miles away!
583-585 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1259
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M. 3.40 P. M. 1.40 (Midnight)
Specialize en Chimes and French ln the beauty parlor treatment rooms.
I shall take down the calendar
Secrets that would make a Broad
Clocks
And from the rounded year
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4.00
way columlnst blush are disclosed
All Work Guaranteed
Blot out the name October
“The Most Complete Service Center In Maine”
The loveliest and most dear.
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse within the perfumed walls of the
FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
Jeweler
salon. Here wives and husbands'
For I would not remember
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
Now Located at
When she is marching by
sweethearts meet and exchange
The pomp of her stately passing.
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE mutual gossip with all the intimacy
loas&Ttt
Tlie
magic of her cry
1(11 Main Street
Rorkland of Boccaccio characters.—adv,
Odell Shepherd.
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ADVERTISING

Sells goods.

OFFICIAL

INSPECTION

STATION

NUMBER 111

STEWART BREAKS JAIL

An Appreciation

. ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

TWO GALLONS OF OIL, $1.00

YOU WILL NEVER HEAR
BETTER DANCE MUSIC!

“GOING FORWARD TO PROSPERITY
WITH ROCKLAND”

BIG LEWIE BOY

VAGABOND BAND

ROLLIE LaVOY AND VOCAL TRIO
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

FRIDAY NIGHT, OCT. 20

STATE OF MAINE
OFFICIAL STATION NO. 246

BRAKE and LIGHT
TESTING
DYER’S GARAGE

j
I

Official Station Number 55
HAVE YOUR CAR INSPECTED ON

Owing to the Unemployment in the Town of
St. George

WEAVER BRAKE TESTER

Close its Clam Flats to Non-resident Diggers

WEAVER HEADLIGHT TESTER
No Guessing

DIAMONDS

>

Leon J. White

The Most Modern Equipment Anywhere

QUAKER STAGES BUS

KENT’S, INC.

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
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PORT CLYDE

IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS

THE SKUNK CABBAGE

Salada Produces
No Miracles

Mr. and Mrs. William Hatton of
Speeds Up Its Blossoms
, ,
,
California und their daughter Mrs.
Boothbay Harbor a Weak Opponent For Rockland High— Myra smith of Tennessee have reBe strong and of a good courage;
Ahead of the Spring Sea
cl it i
-r tiz Ui
turned to their homes after spendbe not afraid, neither be thou dis
bhells Loae lo Westbrook
lng £everal weeks with Mr. and Mrs
son of 1934
mayed; for the Lord thy God is with j
Many extraordinary virtues have
, George Brown.
thee whithersoever thou go^st.—
------been credited to tea. Salada Tea
!
Mrs
Maud
Anthony
entertained
josh. 1:9.
| Nature becomes topsy-turvy in
With Coach Sam Sezak using 23 second period when Swasey the ’
Baptist sewing circle last week
—
■
aspect at times so it seems when a
claima only thia—that it provides
players during the game Rockland Westbrook fullback reached aloft and Wednesday.
skunk cabbage has flowers in Octhe finest cup of pure refreshment
cap*. Sidney Hupper of Rockland
* 1 tober. While on a six-mile hike over
High had little trouble overcoming pulled down a Rockland forward
pass.
This
piece
of
good
luck,
and
ls
v
^
lin
g
his
brother
Orren
Hupper,
it is possible to secure.
* ’ Marshall Island a few days ago, I
the Boothbay Harbor High football Swasey's
Ovv.n crtirc run
«.««*> carried
nn *•»- -. irt the
4Vszs ball
Kill to
t/i t.he
in.: on Huptx,r.s Island
4-! found a half dozen blossoms of this
eleven hy a 35 to 0 score at Com Rcckland four-yard line and on the
,
. .
plant growing submerged in a swamp I
munity Park Saturday afternoon. fourth play the touchdown was mad? „ Mlss tHyde has /burned to her
near the Sand Cove. It was as if'
The Rockland starting eleven was far via the air route. McBride to Skill- hom* ln Bennington, N. Y after
s****4.++++4-+++++
‘
M
,
+
+4-.F+<••}•+•:• •m-+-h-+++++'Mspring were just around the corner. |
superior to the Invaders from Lin mgs. The attempted conversion by ending a few weeks at the HydeaThese funny hermits of the bog are i
coln County and when the locals had drop kick failed.
way'
Have any of this paper s
wont lo lead the year's parade of I
Fumbling had been one of the
Mist Fields, who spent the summer
If you like good music, and are | a commanding lead of two touch
readers, gifted with the
flowers, pushing their cowled heads ' not otherwbe occupied at that (downs the regulars retired in favor Shells' stumbling blocks throughout!at "Big Thunder,' has returned to
SS4-A
noticing faculty, noticed—
of the second team. The Rockland the game, and so it w-as in the last Western. Mass,
througn the ground before the breath . hour, tunc in each Sunday lore♦
subs .showed a great deal of power period, when, with the ball on WestRev John Holman has bought the
THAT Lindbergh names Kings of spring has warmed enough to melt1 noon from 11.30 to 12.30 noon, cn the defense, and although their brook's line and only the second 1 property owned by th? late Fred the November term of court are
SPRUCE HEAD
the last of winter's snow. The next j and listen to the Hour Harmoni
Philip Lee, Ivan Scott and Clarence
ford as the greatest flyer, while fall, when they have shed their
ous which comes over WLBZ offense was not as good as that of down, the home team muffed the ! Bacon
L. C. Elwell has moved his family
Kingsford stoutly declares that the withered leaves, some of them, seem- j, from Salt Lake City. Vocal and 'the starting team they outplayed PIay- and the only satisfaction de-1 Mrs. Maud Anthony of Camden Benner. Traverse Jurors, Van B
Hagerman, Viola E. Kuhn, Delbert into the Haskell house, formerly the
rived from the drive was a two-poin' 1 spent the week at her home here.
insti umrntal music and a strong Roothhav Harbor
honor belongs to Lindbergh and you ing unable to rest for a while, put
T. Wiley place.
Rockland started off with a bang
^®rlde Brounded the
Mr^ Geo^te Wall of Rockland Benner and Edgar Day.
forth new buds in which are wrapped
agree with Kingsford.
si-.,
„ -__ 1 pigskin back of his own lln?.
has been visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay attended the
Mrs. Earle Drinkwater and four
the
blooms
of
the
coming
year
Then
’
when three first downs in a row were
There wa5 iots of rugged football; Mrs. Fred Overlook of Rockland executive board meeting of the Maine children motored here Thursday from
♦ ❖
I happened to be at Jimmy
follows
a
long
and
tedious
wait
un

y through the efforts . in the ma.-h and some fast and and Miss Hortense Wilson of Thom- Federation of Women's Clubs in Au Gloucester, Mass., and were weekend
THAT this suggestion of putting
Murphy's apartments in Bangor rtc2Ld1*d
til spring. The flowers which I saw ,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
the cows on a diet to reduce the sup had been unwilling to sleep in their 1 the other day and a group of men of Eddie Hellier. who caught a couple , snappy plays. Those who excelled | aston recently visited Mrs. Sarah gusta Saturday.
was listening to the radio. And of passes and made a long gain on an ! were Valenta. Knight, Hamlin, j Seavey.
Rackliff
Dr.
Allen
R.
Benner
of
Andover,
ply of milk is not likely fo produce buds even untn the March winds
there I learned that they get end around play. The first touch- Hooper and Monaghan for Rockland
Gambardella Bros, of New Haven
Mass., has teen at hls home here for
inflation of the cow.
should awaken them; and, in their
and McBride, Jordan and Swasey
very few other stations in the
WALDOBORO
are again loading herring from the
a few days.
$ <j>
ru9h to outdo the hepatica and the
for
Westbrook.
The
summary:
daytime than WABI and WLBZ.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Wentworth en Ravmond Racklltl weir.
.1
THAT if the arbiters of fashion will i blood-root tn the 1934 procession, the
tbe Bangor stations. The moral
Miss Oertrude Simmons has re
I Westbrook
Rockland j Ml. ar.J Mrs Albert Riley and tertained the Hatetoquitit Club last
.
etrwirinoc An the na- culprits had unfolded in the bright
of which is that you should not
Skillings, le ........................ le Fowler13lePhen Riley of South Portland week, with 15 members present. The turned home from a visit of several
decree putting
gs
/autumn days, while the dragon-flies
allow- anybody to suggest the ad
Michaud. It ........ J............. It, Olover' haw been guests of Mrs. Riley s evening was paired with games and weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sim
lion's bare legs the textile industry were stdi hovering over the swamps
visability of a radio station in
mons ln Hopkinton. Mass.
Jordan, lg ...... lg, Moulaison. Olson
®5ePhen A. Jones.
refreshments.
will have one of the greatest booms anG before the Frost King had
Rockland. It might be good ad
J. B. Drinkwater and family have
Shaw, c ........................... c. Larrabee
F A Brummitt of Eoston has been
vertising. but you w’ould get lit
glazed the marsh-grass.
moved over from Hewett’s Island and
in its history.
Robie, rg ...._... rg. Monaghan. Faies! in
a.few_d?ys\ ....
WHITEFIELD'S
LAST
“
VET.tle else on your sets.
will occupy the E. V. Shea cottage for
Many of us have been skeptical
<$, 4>
Hutchin. rt ........ rt. Frye. Flanagan! Mr*. Lillian OllchrUt. who has been
.♦•••••••
the winter.
Randall, re ........................re. Mazzeo ; ylsltlng her sister, Mrs, Ida Achorn.
THAT if all of Main street could that the skunk cabbage or bearweed
Warren Ware, last of Civil War
The Alton Biackington broad
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Elwell and
had a flower worth seeing. We are
McBride, qb............. qb, Black. Nash has returned to Springfield. Mass.
be made as wide as that portion of it Justified in our doubts with regard to
casts over WNAC from 10.30 to
Snow, lhb .......... lhb. Valenta. Olson
^’P1? M«se and Pa»y of friends veterans ln Whitefield, died Wednes young daughter of Peaks Island are
10.45 p. m.. each Tv? day, Thurs
opposite the Bicknell buildings what the actual flowers, for they are
rhb Knight Hoope- are m the big woods on a gunning trip day. He was 85 and is survived by at the home of Capt. Freeman Elwell
Bowker, rhb
.
r ' fhte nNinlr
his wife Mrs Ruth Ware; five sons, Tor two weeks while Mr. Elwell ls do
an improvement to the city's chief minute and inconspicuous. They; day and Saturday night, are ex
Swasey, fb ...... fb. Hamlin, Plats'.'dj this week.
and four daughters.
ceedingly
interesting
to
Knox
The
local
grand
jury
members
for
ing work in Rockland.
Touchdowns, Skillings. Safety, Mc
thoroughfare it would be.
cluster about a spadix or spike in | County people because of the fre
down was scored by Vernard Crock
(Maine).
such a way as to form the head of a j quent reference which Alton
ett on a short plunge through the Bride. Referee. Sezak
Umpire. Wotton (Boa-doin'. LinesTHAT the forty-two-mittion-bushel “«y monk who stands six inches tall
makes to localities and persons llT.e'
theP°lnt man Darrell (Maine.. Time, four
...
,
peering from a large, bulgy hood or
after
with
a
play
from
scrimmage.
who
are
well
known
in
this
sec

potato crop Maine is putting forth i spathe_ which is, botanically speak-1
' 12-minute periods.
tion of the State. A feature of
In the second period Rockland i
suggests that not everybody is going jng a j£af modified to protect the
his bioadrast Saturday was the hung up another touchdown when
baceban season at TogusI
hungry this winter.
real blossoms. The spathes them- I
dramatic ctory of how the Lynn
Sam Glover went over with Crock- c;osfd Sunday when the Major
<j.
selves merit our notice, at least for
Item “scooped" all other news
ett again scoring the point after with League Stars defeated Togus 11 to 2
THAT the rolls ofsnow-fencing their incongruities. Those on the
papers in printing the result of
a rush. After this second score the Th? visitors touched up Brennan and
,
.
...
bearweed at the Sand Cove were as
the
Jessie
Costello
trialRockland regulars were removed Fitzpatrick for 18 hits. With the
waiting by the roadside establish tne . , .
. .
,
.. . .
8
| delicate a pink in color as that ofl
from the game and replaced with the Togus team were four players who
points where winter s snowdrifts most cur moccasln nowere; but the dainty
Alton Blarkington’s broadcast second team. The feature for the re- took part in the Twilight League this ,
ing
style
is
not
unlike
that
of
the
assert themselves.
hue which befits the filmy slippers
mainder of the period was the defen- season — Clyde Sukeforth. Ralph
famous Walter Wlnehell. minus sive work of Rubenstein. Rockland Brewer, Andrews and Taylor,
■?>
j looked out of place on the leathery
the bombast and unbounded con substitute guard, who went like the
THAT another infallible sign of a hoods.
• • • .
ceit which characterize the lat
proverbial house afire
It becomes increasingly evident,
season ended is the closed doors of The skunk cabbage has some relater. Neither do I believe that
jtives of high repute in the Arum
Rockland, with its first team back :hat
8late Co11'** football series
wayside eating places and the ab
Alton will be led into making
> family, the members of which it ls
y*ar ** ?0'n« to be a humdinger,
such injudicious statements as on the field, clicked in great shape in
sence of cars from the vicinity of easy to recognize by the spadices set
the third period with Thomas and ’?th l.he four teams better matched
will cause somebody to bust him
night camps.
with miniature flowers and by the
Johnnie Karl scoring touchdowns and 'han f<T ™ny y*5s
*n3s
in
the
snoot,
which
they
did
to
so™,
___ _ d°es rot begin until one »?ek from
spathes often striking ln design
Walter without especially exciting Sam Glover and Thomas scoring
Saturd»y and meantime the
THAT some of us can shoot our Compare Jack's pulpit and the snowy
ixiints after. Thomas touchdown fan> are
fon0wing the preindignation on my part.
memory back to the time when Rock°f,the cal‘a W with
came from a short buck through the „ml
ea
£ports ,,dito.
,land. was represented
. . in
. college life tthe
plant,
and
The interruption to the Ad
line while Karls came as a result of saw the Bowdoin-Weslcyan game
ypu hood of the ill-scented
you ob£
n.e h<)w
miral Byrd broadcast Sunday
.he longest run of thc day. Booth- Saturday, and was impressed by both
by one student.
much they are alike The quaint
night was due to deliberat" tau
bay Harbor punted from deep in its the attack and the defensive of th?
♦
little preacher and the spotless calla
pe ring, an Associated Press de
own territory and Karl gathered in ’ Brunswick collegians
THAT one of the comforting sights are cousins, not many times removed,
spatch says. It was also an
the ball beyond midfield and raced
• • • .
nounced
that
the
Admiral
has
forecasting winter is the generous j
skunk cabbage, the outcast.
nearly 60 yards for the score. The
The Mair.?-college teams fared
an
acute
case
of
laryngitis
which
Lane
run was made possible only through ' thus Saturday: Bawdoin 14. Wespile of split wood’filling the front’ „ . „
may dtlay hts departure.
Marshall Island. Oct. 12.
nice broken field running on the part leyan 0; Maine 14. Lowell Textile 0: ’
yard.
of Karl, as he was not aided to any Boston University 9. Colby 7; Dart♦ <?>
Now who is the new Boston
great extent by Rockland Interferes, mouth 14. Bates 0.
MADE
HOST
OF
FRIENDS
Globe news announcer we heard Vernard Crockett recorded the last
THAT you understand what you
• • • •
yesterday.
mean when you speak of knowing a Career of Wallare R. Farrington
Rockland touchdown and hls second
Cro'by 19, Camden 0
♦♦♦
thing by heart, but you have no idea
Filled With Honors and Achieve
of the day ln the final period and
Crosby High completely outclassed
With the coming of crisp
ments
Capt Thomas scored the point as j Camden High to win by a 19 to 0
of how the expression originated.
weather some of the distant sta
Coach Sezak rushed in a host of subs, score in Belfast Saturday. Crcsby
Orange Pekoe or Formosa Oolong
tions are again in evidence. At
The Los Angeles newspapers pub-I
Boothbay Harbor, coached by j went out into an early lead in the
THAT it's a pleasing thing to see lished extended obituaries of former I 9 o’clock last night I logged WFI
Chick Anderson, who hurled for the first period when a short pass from
the respectful manner in which the Governor Wallace R. Farrington, or,-? cf Los Angeles. The reception
Waldoboro team in the Twilight I Luce to E. Atkinson worked for the
was
nothing
to
write
home
about
pupils yield themselves to the time Rockland newspaper man who but the signal letters and loca
League this summer, was outplayea first score and from then on *.'-.? out
Juvenile cops who preside’ over the ! ™*nUy .
‘n„ Honolulu. The '
completely but the visitors fought come was never in doubt though
tion
of
the
station
came
in
dis

.I
.
Times said editorially;
gamely until the end. In the flrsi Camden threatened to score early in
street congestion when school lets
"The inevitable 'thirty' has been i tinctly.
quarter
the visitors lost the service , the third period.
out
written to the last copy of another'
Camden
of Oapt. Swctt who received a leg Crosby
greaS
American
newspaperman, i WITH THE BOWLERS injury that necessitated taking him , If,1*11' Jac^°n-Ie
re, Frye. Hopkins
Mourned by thousands in the beauti
to Knox Hospital where examination ' BIao*5- Hubbard. It ......... rt. Knight
LIVE IT THROUGH’’
ful islands of the Pacific, with whose
The Barbers deflated Stewart's reVealed that he had suffered a torn Davis, lg ............ rg. Hobbs. Drowen
QUALITY AN1) QUANTITY
.
b
progress his name will be forever as- S irs 40 pins Thursday night Anas- Iigament
Boothbay captain will Carron, Whitney, c ...... . .................... i
Full Pound
Baptist Leaders Coming To sociated. as well as by the host of
.......................... c. Gardiner. McCobb
Cello. Wrapped
D 11 j C'L
l r?
n
friends he made in his native counNickerson. Carron, rg ...... lg. Poland
£ ^V/no^ill
Kockland Church r or L»en- try from Main? to California. Wal ’XbenMTS.' 230; Rose. 273;
Turner. r‘..................... -...... It. Clark
lace Rider Farrington has ended a ^WBtroul251^9ShUte• 255: AnaSUSl<>'
unleX a ni" Hansen. Nickerson, re .... le. C. Brown
eral Meeting, Oct. 30
career filled with honors and achieve
Luce, qb............................. qb, Cotta
Stewarts Stars — Daniels. 224; P^sin8 attack and nearly scored on E. Atkinson, lhb ............. rhb. Weed
Coming to the First Baptist Church, ments and good works.
GOOD TEA IS NOT ONLY A
"Though most widely known as the 1 Mourdian. 240; Perry. 241; LeGage a Pa^s once. A short pass was flipped, J. Atkinson, rhb ..................................
for a general meeting of Baptists, to Governor of the Hawaiian Islands 269: Stewart. 285; total, 1259.
over the line to Adams who ran some .......................... lhb, Carleton. Melvin
MOST DELICIOUS BEVERAGE
be held Monday, Oct. 30 are Vice j who for eight years guided its for
• • • •
fifty yards and appeared to be on his Reed, fb ........................... fb, Chapin
BUT, AT PRESENT PRICES, A
President W. G . Spencer of the tune with vigor and discretion. Mr.' The Gardiner Ramblers defeated waV to a touchdown when he slipped Crosby .................... 7 6 0 6—19
Farrington would have left his mark
A GOOD BULK TEA
Touchdowns. Reed 2, E. Atkinson.
Northern Baptist Convention; Rev. on Hawaiian affairs through his the Rockland Recreationers 67 pins and fell on the Rockland 11-yard line,
MOST ECONOMICAL ONE.
in spit? of the good start made by
For Rockland the work of Eddie Point after. E Atkinson (placement).
Bruce McKinney of Denver, Colo., newspaper work alone, had President ] the locals when Brault led off with Hellier, Johnnie Karl, Rubenstein. Referee. Davis (Colby). Umpire, j
who heads up the work of the de Harding not selected him to occupy 139. the high string of the evening Sam Olover and V Crockett was out- Fowler (Colby). Linesman, Marsano
NATION-WIDE
the highest positirn in the islands .
nomination among the American In The tributes paid to his memory G. Goggin had high tout beating standing. Crockett manufactured a
FOR BAKING
1 Oz Ca kes in
TENANT’S HARBOR
SMOOTH AND RICH
J j Lb Carton
dians, and Rev. David A. Pitt of Nor throughout the Territory, both per Brault by a scant two pins. The | couple of touchdowns while Karl
lurnea
turned in several pretty runs.
runs The
wich. Conn. This is one of three par sonally and officially, at the an- ’ summary:
Gardiner Ramblers — E. Goggin summary;
Naomi Chapter. OE.S., is invited
ties now touring the country in the nouncement of his death are shared 515;
QUICK OR
WITH FREE
Ellis. 502; Holt. 432; S Goggin
to vlgjt wltjl Harbor Light of Rockinterest of the Northern Baptist by his newspaper colleagues in many 494; G. Goggin. 534; total. 2477
Rockland
Boothbay
thla Tuesday evening
REGULAR
CHINA
I.ge Pkg
cities and States where hls loss to1 Rockland Recreation—Brault. 532; Hellier. EHLs. le ................. re. Stoney i Mrs. Sophia Wood had the misfor‘•live It Through" campaign.
By "Live It Through" Baptists the profession is a matter of pro-! Glidden, 451; Fitzgerald. 481; Shute
Ailen. Barstow. It . .. rt, E. Sherman tune to fall on the sidewalk recently
DUNHAM’S
mean to emphasize a more consist found regret."
444; Gay. 502; total, 2410.
Peterson, Rubenstein, lg ................. breaking one of her ribs and necessi
ent expression of the Christian gospel
................................ rg, E. Pinkham tating a time spent in the house.
’/« Lb Pkg
ln the activities of both Individuals ,
Snow’s Snags defeated the Three Crockett, Bartlett, c ......................
APPLETON MILLS
Dr. and Mrs. Lymons of Port Clyde
and churches and the entire program '
nigh? King 'lien?? Vlll^waiZ'ab■■■■■—■ ■■■■■■■■■ c. Sherman. Brewer have moved to Mrs. Helen Fish’s
RED OAK
is centered upon this idea. The year
M:\ and Mrs. Adelphus Butler of
house, and Herbert Pierson is doing
has been divided into three stages or' Camd?n were guests Sunday of his «’nt so Henry ' the Ninth was W' Ol0ver' Jordan. T AccordL rg
Lge No. 2*4
sworn in to All the vacancy defeating j
SmalI n.....L„
^nter work for Mrs. Pish.
periods of effort and for the first of! sistir Mrs. Blanche Davidson
PURE NEW ORLEANS
Can
1 R M' H '
] Mlss Fannie Long gave a dinner
_________
Mr. and Mrs. Will Brown, Carleton Horrocks by Just enough to win the , X g „
these. September to New Year
’s Eve.
the topical headings are A Go-to- | an<l Floyd Gushee and Walter SpgowJ match. Cummings had high single ’ *“y‘!' TM“r.81ta; re .............. Ie< Adams party at Cie Big Elm Tea Room Oct.
SILVER tLICE
Church Movement.' "Enlistment for j were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs (108i and F. Jordan had high total. , r*' Ladd, qb ............... qb Sprague 5 to her niece Miss Elizabeth Wheeler
FANCY
The
summary
:
.
j
“
clover,
Dondis,
lhb
rhb.
Patten
;
tn
honor
of
her
approaching
marriage
I
Service," "Daily Bible Reading,” Henry Brown of North Vassalboro
WHOLE SECTIONS
No. 2 Can
Snow's
Snags
—
H
Jordan,
472;
F
’
V^Crockett.
Lord,
rhb
..
lhb,
Andrews
to
Everett
Torrey
The
invited
"Evangelism." and - “Raising the, SuJ?day'
, „
„
,
Thomas.
J.
Accardi,
fb
;
guests
were
the
prospective
bride
and
Jordan.
552;
Snow.
530;
total.
1554.
Standard of Membership." Baptists
F^®ndJ
Mrs, E''er?“ 8pear of.
THREE CROW
Three Crows—Horrocks. 509; Cum
.............................. fb. Swett, Welch groom and their attendants. Miss
have been asked to read the entire Rockland, formerly Voa Johnson oi
mings. 530; Mason. 513; total, 1552.
Touchdowns—Crockett 2. Glover Esther Monaghan, Mrs. Shirley WllNew Testament at the rate of two App1'on
**
. .
.
.
, she has had to enter a hospital ana
Thomas. Karl Points after touch-; liams, Miss Evelyn Morris. Dr. Raychapters a day beginning October 1
at the
Hospital. Boston
downs—Crockett 2. Glover 2, Thomas , mond Torrey of Searsport. Whitney
Clerks 4, Barbers 1
This allows a twenty-week period to
Mrs Augusta Dyer
daughter
Best the Barbers could do in their (Rushes). Referee—Olson. Umpire— Wheeler. Russell Monaghan, Maurice
complete the reading, including one! Lillian of Camden were callers SunCREAM
Head linesman—Durrell Simmons and Clayton Hunnewell
match with the Clerks last night Wotton.
week which may be used for review. I day on Mlis Adna Pitman.
Time-four
12's.
Miss
Wheeler
was
also
tendered
a
Las: year a movement that swept , Mrs. William Marten (Juanita was to get a single point, the latter
• • » •
shower by several Rockland friends
1 Lb Pkg
the Baptist connection throughout Johnson) and two children are in winning by 118 pins. Stewart had
Huskies 6, Shells 2
who Presented her with an attractive
high single (115) and high total.
the world was launched with the slo- 1 Lewiston for the winter,
Ideal football weather helped brine basket filled with red kitchen utengan "Pray It Through." Hundreds of
W. O. Currier brought some lus- Th? summary:
Bile and O rod ft rirszid rvlnei
AEROXCN
Clerks — LeGage. 297; Mouradlan, out a good sized crowd at Community3 sils,
and a red striped glass water set.
thousands. not only in America but clous Chir.?se trapes to the post
265;
Daniels,
260;
Brault,
281;
Stew

PKG.
Park Sunday afternoon, and the fans sherbet glasses and plates to match,
in countries overseas where there are ! office Saturday. 'They were about the
article being
attractively
saw a lively tussle even if thev did each
Baptist missions, united in daily size of the small purple plums of old- art. 310; total 1413. •
Barbers — McBride, 249; Howard. not have the satisfac'.'on of seeing (wrapped in white and tied with red
prayer. This year the aim is to deepen cn days, with but few seeds and of
256; Harding, 264; Shute, 256; Nick, the Rockland Shells a winner. The'ribbon.
the spiritual life of the church and to delicious flavor.
home team was not clicking quite as l —-----MINUTE
make religion more completely the '■ Mrs- R’na Carroll of R/>ckport 270; total, 1295.• 9 » •
well as it has in former games, and
dominant motive in the daily lives of I vislted la?‘ week Mrs. Ashton Ripley.
Talk About Clo^e Ones!
exhibited very little of the open play
iU members
wh0 has
sufterm8 from a
At the Recreation alleys last night which had been expected.
J___________
1 cold.
the Recreation girls defeated the Au
WORCESTER
Interest in th? game was frequent
Chautauqua Festival opens today :
’S drUing * "eW gusta girls one pin. The Capital City
at the high school auditorium with C\-''heavy frost Saturday night lassies made a splendid rally in the ly sidetracked by the military move
ments which were being enacted in
a program of high standard. In the k,jled alj the beautiful flowers last inning, every member of the visit an adjoining orchard whei? Col.
LAST OF SEASON PRESERVING NEEDS
afternoon Miss Anitak Ball, an ex-,
. , ..
ing team outscoring her Rockland op.
tremely versatile young woman will 'VarfsprowVarriW home Sunday ponent. Haskell was the onlv howle' Fred Waltz, alone and unaided, kept!
It
takes
Ihe
Best
at bay a horde of would-be specta-1
present a program of impersonations.
to Make thc Best
to get into the 300-class, and had j (ors who ejtber did not dig down in
a».i,
songs whistling so10*- accordion
Eulalia Fish, who has been high single with 107. She a.so had tbelr jeans or wbo failed to find
solos, drawings and dialect readings i
i
high total, closely pursued by Allen. th?re the wherewithal to exchange1
Pickling Spices ' THREE CROW
4 Oz Pkg 9c
There will also be a brief program by ™rnS^, ‘Beaa-hPfo- several weeks was The summary:
for one of the yellow pasteboards j
Recreation Girls — Anderson 393. recognized by the ma,: on the gateDry Mustard THREE CROW • % Lb Tin 37c
PACKAGES
"rosram
a -Her Sunday on her parents Mr.
Brennan 380, Allen 437. Lufkin 357, There were many sorties and a great
evening. Laurant who is classed an£
n^Tbrirh Edgecomb of Lib- Haskell 442, total 20OT.
Good Luck Jar Rubbers'
3 Pkg, 33c
deal of deploying but Freddie had
wi‘.h Keller. Thurston and others of
"is. Elirabeth Edgecomo oi eio
_TS1
Augusta Girls—McGown 414. Price
fame has achieved an international crty
‘hmt^tTme f
" 373. Lezgins 407, Jones 401, Louis 413, said: "They shall not. pass,' and they
tutitimn
Parowax
•
•
•
•
n.bpkg 9c
did not.
reputation This year he carries one of !°m“ jamL Fi-eld (Be-ssie Sprowl) total 2008.
The men from Westbrook wor?
the greatest shows he has ev.r prochildren of Oakand were visitors
uniforms furnished by a well known
duced. a -succession of myst tying and
Matrimonial Agent—“There is one beer concern. For a long time it
(other lady I can offer you—but I will 'poked fus though the Shells had more
surprises. He emp.oys the art and
gprowl
Ingenuity of both ancient and mod- a. l. ~ o _ __________
be honest with you and tell you in strength than the Kegs, but in the
ern conjurors—Hindu magic, the crafl
-There is only one task more dif- advance that she squints and ba-c end the score was six point, two whlcn
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
of the ajicient ChiM^, ’«^er with {lcuU
lh(/ wrUing Q( a noyel „ | calse teeth.”
seems to double the supposed
1
Applicant
—
"False
teeth!
Are
they
strength
of
Trommers.
mysteries./single
Single tickets
tickets may
may be pro- say4.au P“ayist. Can that be rcad- |60ld "—Pathfinder,
The game was well advanced la the
,lng it?—Punch
THREE-TIMES-A-WtEK

*'ON MY SET'

NOTICING i

Nation - Wide Teas <-•£
Double

Q

35'

Brand

Orange PeKoe

GEN. KNOX BRAND

Formosa Oolong

37'

8

Chocolate
Mother’s Oats

19'
34'
IO*
35'
15'

Shredded Cocoanut
Molasses

Grapefruit

Cream Tartar yti.bir

Krispyv
Crackers^ Corn Starch

1o
18

Fly Coils

s

IO*

4 >« 9'

Tapioca

11'

IVORY SALT

Certo

.............

s

15*

S

/

WANT-ADC

cured at tbe door.

NATION - VIDE SERVICE GROCERS
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Every-Other-Day
Harriet Sllsby Frost is moving I
TALK OF THE TOWN toMrs.
tbe building formerly occupied by '

Page Three

Mrs. May Cross and Mrs Gladys
Thomas are in charge of the supper
preceding the meeting of thc I
Auxiliary of Sons of Union Veterans’
tomorrow evening. There will b? a
card party at 2 p. m„ with Mrs.
Nellie Achorn as hostess.

the Sllsby Hospital.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 17-19—Chautauqua Festival foj
Miss Pearl Borgers/n has resumed
Parent-Teacher Association.
Oct. 19—Appleton Ridge—Annual Har her duties as clerk to the clerk of
vest Home supper and sale of the Will courts, after a vacation visit in
ing Workers.
QUincy, Mass.
Oct. 19—Opening meeting of the Bap
tist Men's League season.
Ensign Larcomb of the Salvation j
Oct. 29—The Diligent Dames meet
with Miss Charlotte Buffum.
,
Army will describe some of hls World
Oct. 20 (2.30 p m.)—Methebesec Club
meets with Mrs. J. E Stevens, Talbot War experiences at the Lions luncheon
tomorrow. He is an eloquent speaker j
avenue.
Oct. 20—Warren—Annual meeting of and an exceptional musician.
Knox County Sunday School Association
In Congregational Church
William Sansom, Arthur L. Orne,
Oct, 21- North Warien—Knox Pomona
Orange meets with White Oak Orange. Isidore Gordon, Walter C. Ladd, A.
Oct. 25—Rockland's Community Chest W. Gregory, Earle McIntosh, J. R
drive.
Oct. 25—Don Cossack Russian Male Cutler and William A. Glover have
Chorus ln Bangor.
been nominated for directors of the
Oct. 27—Annual fair, Penobscot View Chamber of Commerce. From this
Orange.
Oct. 27—Meeting of the Rubinstein group four will be selected.
chairmen.
Oct. 27—Christian 8clence leoture at
When H. O. Clark of New York '
church edifice.
Oct. 27-29—Bangor—Annual meeting of brought hls car to a stop in front of |
Maine Christian Endeavor Union at the Thorndike Sunday flight there
Columbia Street Baptist Church.
Oct. 30 Freight steamer Cornish goes was a grand rush to Inspect its con
tents. Mr. and Mrs. Clark had b^en
on for the winter season.
Oct
30—Baptist "Vice Presidential on a hunting trip in thc Provinces,
Party'' conference at First Baptist
and had brought back a caribou and
Church.
Oct. 31 (2 p. m l—Knox County NRA other wild game.
parade In Rockland.
Oct. 31 D A R. contract and bridge
Few Knox County sportsmen at
party. Mrs. Sheldon's, 56 Masonic street,
2 15 p. m
tend more fairs a?d horse trots than
Nov. 6 (3 p m.)—Joint meeting of
I.ady Knox and Gen. Knox Chapters, J. H. Hobbs, former Camden post
master. This week he will attend the
DA.R. at "Montpelier."
Dec. 19-21 pruning andi thinning |races in Sherbridge .Mass ..and it will
demonstrations In Knox and Lincoln ____,
__° J________ ,___ _______
mark the end of another season, in
Counties.

F. L. Warren has moved Into the j
house at the corner of Maverick and
North Main streets, recently bought
and remodeled by Isaac Fields. This I sj*
house, formerly one of the eyesores of j
the city, Is now one of the most, at
tractive dwellings in the surburban
part of the town.
Mrs. Lillian Lincoln of Camden,1
department president, and Mrs. Ber
nice Jackson, department patriotic,
instructor, of the Ladies cf the
O.A.R., Department, of Maine, were
in Portland yesterday and at Frye- I
burg today, Inspecting the circles of
those places.

J. N. Southard took a part.y of
three Boston men on a cruise ln his
yacht Sunday, making the round of
the bay and the Islands. The beau
tiful autumn day on the water and
t.he colorful foliage on the islands
mad? the occasion one' to Unger long
in memory. The men. although pre
vious Maine visitors, had never seen |
this section in autumn, and agreed'
unanimously that the realization I
went far beyond their expectations.

Plain Facts

Sale of

Imported Tapestries
What about the Knox
County NRA Parade—are
you behind It 100", or only
luke warm, or so for behind
It that you are not for it at
all. Of course, the NRA ls
golrg over. It's got to go
over,—of course, there are
some things about it that
don't suit everyone,—but
don't "cut off your nose to
spite your face." Have you
ever stopped to thinx Just
what would happen to you
or your Income if none of
us got behind the NRA.

This parade ought to be
the biggest, most enthusi
astic thing this section has
ever seen—Lewiston and
Portland both found It so,
and so will Knox County.
The workers need to feel
and have a right to have
your enthusiastic support.
Let's all get together and
put it over big In this
spirit Senter Crane will be
there 100*;.

HALF PRICE
These have been In our stock longer than we plan to keep merchan
dise. We could sell them to dealers at this price but are glad to offer
them to you first. These Belgium and French Tapestries are fine for
Christmas gifts, too.

2 Tapestries, were 2.98................. $1.50
1 Tapestry, was 4.50.................... 2.25
9 Tapestries, were 5.00................ 2.50
12 Tapestries, were 10.00............. 5.00

Mrs. Edith Besse Green, proprietor |
which he has again derived much
of Ye Green Arbour at Union, was
enjoyment despite the rather unsat
WEATHER
hostess to the Women's Club of that
Rcckland youths have been gather isfactory weather conditions.
town at its first meeting of the sea
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE AR
ing a fine crop of horse-chestnuts the A*.. ----------------------------------- J
son. Oct. 10. Mrs. Oreen, a skilled
past few days, thanks to the recent
RIVAL IN OUR STORE, OF ESQUIRE, THE
musician ln violin, piano and voice,
heavy frost, and by the same virtue I
Out of that good old granite j
gat ? a splendid paper on "Music,"
the street cleaners have been scoop
town, SL George, comes word i
SPECTACULAR NEW MAGAZINE FOR MEN.
presenting an outline from its earliest
ing up more leaves than they know
that the Wildcat quarries, near I
history up to the present time. Piano
what to do with. Gathering clouds
Long Cove, have been opened |
Illustrations, beautifuly Interpreted, ]
were beginning to shut out the
and are running full blast, un
As we have in the past, endeavored to bring you the
were interspersed. An announce
autumn sunlight when this paper
der the management of Fred
ment made at this meeting having
latest and best in available style, character and value
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Humphrey. The whole county is
went to press and the radio told us
timely interest for Rockland was
that rain would extend all over New
to be congratulated on this new
in men’s apparel, we now recommend ESQUIRE, as
that Miss Wlnola Richan, daughter
activity.
England by tonight. The barometer
of Dr and Mrs J. A Richan, under
CHARLES I. MARSTON
Monday ln Rockland, Me. Burial , followed the sea and later captained
a monumental contribution to contemporary
reading this morning was 30,13 and
the sponsorship of the club has been ’
was ln the family lot. Mr. Marston.' a ship out of Rockland. Of late years
thought, literature and fashion.
falling, and the Boston temperature
elected supervisor of music in the A Stoneham (Mass.) paper says:
who wa* 74 years old, had been ill for I he was employed as engineer at the
was 58. Well, let it rain; the hay's
Austin Knight of Lincolnville Cen
Union High School. Miss Richan. Funeral services for Charles I. several months. He had resided here[ Christian Science Publishing ComESQUIRE IS NOT FOR THE LADIES. ESQUIRE
all in.
ter paid $50 and costs in Judge
who has shown particular aptitude Marston of 207 Main street. Stone about two years and for the past year pany plant at Boston. He was affiliat
'winal’s court yesterday after pleadfor music since childhood, has re ham, who died Sept. 29 were held and a half had lived with Percy Spear ed with Aurora Lodge of Masons of
is as masculine as our Irish homespun, as friendly as
Now if the fall season would only [lng guilty t6 a drunken driving
cently completed special studies in |
at 207 Main street. He was born ln Rockland, and had held membership
your favorite briar. ESQUIRE is truly a man among
give qs another month of weather like I charge. A passenger was fined tor
Qiat art at the Boston University,
Rockland, Me., the son of Charles and ln that lodge for more than 50 years.
that of yesterday.
I drunkenness. The arrests were made
and is now substituting for Miss
MARRIED
men, for never before has such a group of writers
------’ by State Patrolman Shaw after the
Elizabeth Hagar ln departmental AUTIO-MATSON—At Thomaston. Oct. 7, Margaret Marston. In hls youth he There are no Immediate survivors.
been assembled between the covers of any one mag
by Rev. John Hclno of Thomaston.
music at the junior high school of
Gov. Brann's latest batch of ap- [ Knight car had been in collision with
HJalmar J. Autlo of Friendship and
this city. The Union club holds thc
azine. HUMOR. SPORTS. ARTICLES, FICTION,
pointments contained the name ofl,*1 Camden car.
Mrs. Salma Matson of St Oeorge.
(Correction. |
reputation of being one of the most
Dr John A. Annis of Stonington*
- -----CARTOONS
AND
FASHIONS
—
all
in
a
masculine
progressive women's clubs in the
who has been appointed humane 4i A pair of chimney fires lessened
DIED
i State.
, the monotony of Chief Pettee's men
vein—and by a list of contributors best known to
agent.
PACKARD— At Camden. Oct 14. Lewis’|
over the weekend. One was in the
men—are included in the first issue.
B Packard, aged 79 years. 11 months, j,
This ls the date for Judge Dwlnal': J O°“ld block at the corner of Main
The meeting £f Golden Rod Chap
12 days Funeral Tuesday at 11 o'clock [
from Goods funeral home.
ter. Friday. night was observed as
address on the NRA at the home of and Pleasant streets, and the other
IF 'l OU GET A THRILL out of a three hundred yard
PROCTOR
—At Appleton. Oct. 15. Wil
I
Past
Esther
Night.
The
table
reMiss Lenore Benner, 125 Camden y,Was al 46 Grace street, In the house
liam H Proctor, aged 64 years. 10
drive, or a forty yard dash around end, or just sitting
| served for the past Esthers was decostreet, under tire auspices of the owned by Vesper A. Leach and occumonths. 3 days Funeral Wednesday
| rated in white, white flowers were
at 2 o'clock.
at the wheel of that great car of yours—you’ll get a
Womens Educational Club, Picnic pied by Austin W. Smith. Little or
J also used on the other tables, and the TOLMAN—At East Warren. Oct. 16. Marla
no damage ln either instance thanks
supper.
thrill
out
of
ESQUIRE.
ESQUIRE
is
for
men
like
L.. wife of Mason Tolman. aged 80
i stage was banked with red berries.
to Michael—(chemical).
years. 3 months, 21 days. Funeral I
1 Mrs Maltie Spaulding was supper
you. See it in our store—now—the first issue is
Thursday at 2 o'clock.
The toadstool editor yesterday re
chairman. Grace Chapter of ThomThe
painting
of
buildings
no
longer
ceived a call from E. H. Crie, who
limited.
TULIPS
I aston and Orient of Union were specard of thanks
had dug from his lawn a curious Constitutes the news item that it did
I clal guests, and there were visitors Mr ,nd Mrs Louis Pietroski wish to
Baronne
de
la
Tonnaye—Bright Pink
sort of fungus growth. It attract.-j some years ago. but a special word
other cnapters.
ehanterx inciudinrliiH- 1 thank
s Market,
i from reveral
/ 25,5,
and al,Perry
others
wh0 hel Fuller-Cobh-Davls.
„ thelr
Tom
ed practically 100 per cent of the of-[seems to be in order for Capt. J A
Bartigon
—Fiery Red
ing
that
of
Taunton,
Mass.
Work
----—
—
win
the
Century
of
Progreas
contest.
Stevens and hls crew deserve a spe
fice flies but is still unidentified.
wa; exemplified with Helen Hallocial word for the brush work they
Inglescombe Yellow—Yellow
CARD OF THANKS
I well, past matron of Grace, and Mrs
Tattooed on the arm cf a Rockland have done at St. Clair & Allen's candy
Mrs. Krelage—Rosy Lilac
J Alden, associate matron of Orient, We wish to thank our neighbors, ’
factory.
It
was
all
stage
work,
the
friends
and
the American Legion, for
young man is his full name, a rep
' acting as candidates Leroy A their kindness
and sympathy during
Princess
Elisabeth—Clear Pink
rear
of
the
building
extending
70
feet
resentation Of a pair of boxing gloves
Chatto gave a. splendid address on | our bereavement; also for the beautiful
Prof. Rauwenhof—Cherry Red
and the insignia of the Veterans d! above ground. Considerable carpenMrs. Etta Covel ajid Mrs. Rebecca
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to- 1
Jeln> Coomha, Mr and Mrs.
Foreign Wars. “I believe in going |fer work was also done,
ioht Supper
B,,™.. at 6.
, wt ma’.cns of Orace and ^Orient jOhn williams. Ralph b. coombs MayIngraham will be housekeepers at the night.
60c per dozen
in'p anything 100 per
says'
' Chapters and also by District Deputy nard T. Coombs, Wilbur F. Coombs. Jr.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist Relief Corps meeting Thursday night.
Olfiter.
Grand Matron Winifred Conley of! vinalhaven
•[
Church is serving its annual dinner
____
Chautauqua performances be- Camden. Golden Rod has been in- t
HYACINTHS
Roland Orant and Chester Grant ginThe
When the Canton Blues played tomorrow from 11 to 1 Mrs. Minnie
at 3 p. m. and 8 p m.
,\ited to be guests of Seaside Chap- ■ i am taking this way to thank everyMarconi
—Deep Pink
’ 2e" TSek„S ^??hne
SrsMAllcea Kennedy. MfA Isenath
[ ter, Camden, Monday. Oct 23. The one who saved votes for me In the recent Century of Progress contest, I apShells beat them 7 to 0. But..the [ -h?rn. tot Eunice WtosioZ Mks lhe* had employment during
Past
Mat.-ons
and
Patrons
Associa

Queen
of
the
Pinks—Light Pink
Public supper at the Undercroft of
Blues are coming again nextsunday M,nnle' Smjth
jQS Hkmlin. summcr
tion
meets
at Tenant's
Harbor.
Tues-. predate all help given meWilliam Cross.
StPeter's
Church
Saturday
from
5
.
_
,
..
.
.
Queen
of
the
Blues—Light Blue
loaded to the gunwales with TNT andJC£~ John Koster
^f^d Cateto 7 will have Miss Mary Buttomei da>',24' A„muscal p[°«ram
if thev don' , explode the shells it willf.,Lena Conary and «»„
The
tenements
in
the
house
owned
Bismarck
—Sky Blue
CARD
OF
THANKS
os
chairman
vocal
80105
b
>
’
Mrs.
Hazel
AtWOOd,
Mrs.
as chairman.
Mrg VJvian HeweU ftnd g T Con_
We wish to thank our neighbors, rela
not be their fault. This wUl be a■1 Etta Covel Mrs. Grace Lurvey in
“ °rif"nuat 9 8un°lk 8lreet
Queen of the Whites—White
tives
and
friend*
for
floral
offerings
and
hospital benefit game.
siantlne, and a vocal duet by Mrs. many kindnesses during our recent be
’'charge of the dining room will have have teen leased bX Kenneth LeGage
It is understood that Ellsworth par- Hewett and Mrs. Atwood. Mrs. reavement
2 for 25c—$1-50 per dozen
"
I as her assistants Mrs. Esther Dolli- and Jack Dodge
Mrs. Sarah A. Miller. Mrs Nat Stone
1 ties are soon to open a restaurant in Alta Dimick and Mrs. Constantine
The annual meeting of tire Knox j ver Mrs Thelma Stanley, Mrs. Vesta
Mrs.
Karl
H.
Lotz.
•
County Chapter Sons of t.he Ameri-! stuart Mrs Kathleen Marston. Mrs. Col. Fernando S. Philbrick, who has the Case store next south of the [ were accompanists. Supp?r and
CROCUS
meeting had an unusually large at
can Revolution will be held at the Anah oay. Mrs. Parker Worrey, Mrs. been very ill with pneumonia, Is gain- Western Union office.
CARD OF THANKS
tendance. The next meeting, Friday,
Copper Kettle, Thursday evening. I jjargaret. Philbrook and Mrs. Mae ing steadily, and physicians believe
We wish to extend our sincere thanks
Mt. Blanc—White
Mammoth Yellow
to our friends and neighbors for their
A chicken dinner will be served at I Oregory
that the veteran Grand Army man is
Faies Circle. Ladies of the G A R., Oct. 27, will be Past Martha Night.
kind assistance during our bereavement;
Purpurea
—
Blue
Lilacea
—Lavender
6.30. Ladies arc invited to attend, j
out of danger.
is to have a card party Thursday
also for floral tributes.
An Interesting program is being ar
The local basketball season will
Can arrange all expense trips from
Mr and Mrs. Fred L. Miller and
evening at 7.30 at th? home of Mrs60c per dozen
$50 up to Century of Progress Expo- Pawarren.
ranged.
qpen Dec. 15, with the Lawrence Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Powell who re Marcia Green, Owl's Head.
Z
- '
High School girls of Fairfield as op cently closed their Community Sweet
You will make no mistake if you sition by rail, bus or boat. Maurice j
W. F. Sawtelle, who is substituting ponents of the Rockland High lassies. Shop at South Hope, and who have
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our neighbors
as telegraph operator at the Maine The Lawrence High team won the since been turning away would-be see Claudette Colbert in “Torch F. Lovejoy, office telephone 1060-J;
jjitf »nd friends for the way they so gener
Central station while Operator Bus- girls tournament in Livermore Falls customers by the score, leave today Singer" at Strand Theatre today, Residence telephone 90-M.
ously helped us during our recent beFLOWER SHOP
---------------------reavement; also for the abundance of
well is having his vacation, is a for last winter and defeated the strong ior Miami, Fla., where they will spend Strong acting and a highly interest371 MAIN ST.
Have you met ''Little Henry?' if: “°m ' H^BiS'wn. Mr and Mrs Foreet
ROCKLAND
mer resident of Lisle street, this city peering team on its own floor. As a at least a portion of the winter. En- i ln<? PlQt.
TEL. 318-W
He has made his home ln Livermore Nucleus for the locals there are these route they will visit Mr. Powell's rela
not, call at Fireproof Garage this Oakes. Mr and Mrs Frank Brown, Mr
A. E Orff, Alfred C. Hockine. P P week_ adv
"nd Mrs Oeorge Wright. Mr and Mrs.
Falk since leaving Rockland many- letter girls: Rose Flanagan. Margaret tives in Haverhill, Lynn and Phila
Ira MacDonald.
I
‘\
.Bicknell, K. C. Rankin, George B.
years ago.
Robertson, Helena Mahoney and delphia.
____
!
Woci.
B.
E.
Flander
s
and
C.
H.
[Helen Korpinen, and supplementing
We have on hand a few mouldings
"The Hills Ahead” is an Intriguing Lhiff. were on a trip to Molasses ' we are closing out at special prices.
■J nTr-frJrJrJrJrJrJrJ r0 rJ znjgfzmzjajzre';
Harry Jones, l.he well known Old j these sprightly lassies will be recruits
weekend,
' Have those pictures framed you have
Orchard Beach aviator recently took selected from a large squad. AU of rubjcct, especially when It is the sub- j H°nd over
his 100.000th passenger into the air, the towns ln the Knox and Lincoln ject of an address to be delivered by
,,
.
’ been wanting to have done for some
Mr. and Mrs. Luke S. Davis, Miss time but have kept puttlng lt 0(I at
and as he has rfever had an accident League have strong teams this sea a man who has served in Washington
“mlck Mrs. Gregory’s Picture & Framing Shop,
it is not surprising that folks lteve son, and a certain Gloomy Ous is ex and who has glimpsed those bilk
O. B. Lovejoy.
confidence in him. A Courier-Ga pressing himself vAy dubiously about 'from a rather closer vantage point Lina
o“e“g0Carroll.
V“Hme/pui'kh^m
and Charles
Akn V. 406 Main St., Rockland. Over Crie
zette reporter not long ago had the Rockland's chances.
than most of us. The speaker in this ga
r are among those going to Hardware Co. Tel. 254.—adv.
pleasure of riding over Old Orchard
instance will be ex-Congressman Lewiston today to attend the annual
with Mr. Jones.
The vice presidential party of the [ Donald B. Partridge of Norway, who sessions of th'j Grand Lodge, I.O.O.F.,
.
Northern Baptkt Convention will [formerly represented the Second the Ghand Encampment, and the
Isadore Alpcrin who was a.visitor visit but three places in Maine, one [Maine District, and hls audience Will Rebekah Assembly. It is expected
in Rockland Saturday or t
M of which Is Rockland, the place being [ he the Baptist Men's League which there will be between 400 or 500 Odd
“ in 20 yea« was besieged with the pirst BaPU8t Church and
holds its first meeting of the season Fellows and auxUiary members in at
6
Qfi Tkorn will Ito T’hllfcdQV
tendance.
inquiries as to t.he whereabouts and date Monday, Oct. 30. There will be Thursday night
welfare of his brothers, all of whom forenoon, afternoon and evening [
have a large circle of friends in this sessions, with a luncheon for men, at
city and vicinity despite their long noon. Rev. George Currier of Rock- [
absence. For the benefit of such! port will see to tt that the young peofriends the following addresses are'pie turn out, Mrs. Edith Kllborn of
given: Isadore, 393 Main street, Wor Thomaston, has the responsibility of
cester; Henry, 94 Pearl steeet, Al getting the women to attend and
bany; Samuel, Selff Service Shoe frank H. Ingraham, of Rockland, is
♦
I • < 1’ ? t
\ ’
Store, Holyoke. Mass.: Hyman, 8 to see to it that the men come. This
Warren street, Glens Falk, N. Y.; ls especially for the evening session,
Charles, care of Schuyler Shoe Store, when it k desired that each of these :.
Cohoes, N. Y.
different deputations sit in a group .
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will have Barge Rockland of the Rockland-' Charge of the church arrangements
Rockport Lime Corp., docked Friday and Rev. L. G. Perry of the noon
at the Gibbons Coal Co., with 1600 luncheon, which will be served by the
tons of anthracite loaded at Port.
Richmond. Philadelphia, and the ladies of the Methodist Church.
barge Rockport, owned by the same
Once in a blue moon one discovers
company with 1600 tons of anthra
cite and bituminous, docked at thei a magazine that k an absolute joy .
Gibbons Coal Co.. Saturday. An find such a one ls that rollicking "Es
other barge in the same fleet, the quire" now obtainable at Gregory's.;
Rockville, k loading at Port Rich- « * e^ntially and spectacularly a
mond and will probably arrive the Plication for men as masculine as
latter part, of the month. Barges Irish homespun, as friendly as one's I,
Rockland and Rockport will be light favorite briar. It brings humor, fle- '
SPECIALIZED LUBRICATION—Visit our Lubrication Department This Week
ened by about one-half their cargoes tion. sports and cartoons from the
after w'hich they will be towed to the best pens thk country affords, names
and Meet “Little Henry,” Lubrication Specialist — “The Man Who Knows”
Stone & Cooper plant, Augusta, to conjure with such as Bobby Jones.
Gene
Tunney,
Ring
Lardner,
Nicho

owned by Clyde B. Holmes of Belfast,
owner of the Gibbons Coal Co., to be las Murray Butler, George Ade,
discharged of the remainder of their George S. Chappell, Montague Glass
cargoes. By bringing coal to the' And a host of others. And in addi
Kennebec in these large cargoes a tion it brings a non technical and as
better rate k obtained and by light sured knowledge of which k latest
ening the cargoes here it k possible and best in men’s apparel.—adv. •
Day and Night Service
Phone 889
Specialized Lubrication
to tow them in the shallow water to
Talk your lubrication needs over
Augusta.—Bath Times.
FORD SALES AND SERVICE
j[ith “Little Henry" this week at
Harvest dinner Methodist vesi ry|f{repr.oof Garage.—adv.
N. B—Don’t F erget the NRA.
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 11 to 1 Corned
beef, harvest vegetables, choice of Specialized car lubrication is better
pie, Indian pudding—all for 25 cents. and costs no more at Fireproof Ga
123-124 rage day or night '120-122&126-128

SILSBY’S BULBS
For Fall Planting
ARE NOW IN

GREGORY’S

SILSBY’S

READ THE AOS

lime 11 y

OF COURSE

&wcWlcneq

YOU WANT THE BEST

OFFICIAL INSPECTION STATION No. 186
Be in Line With State Requirements
Let us check your Brakes, Lights, Steering Gear, Etc., NOW

Time to think of that Hot Water Heater. Let us install an4Arvin’
NOW. Priced $12.50 and up
NO CHARGE FOR INSTALLATION IN OCT. AND NOV.

FIREPROOF GARAGE

ASK FOR

TROMMER’S MALT BEER
IN BOTTLES OR
ON DRAUGHT

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
FOR THE STATE OF MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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Shop With The Blue Eagle For Fair Prices
WE SUPPORT THE NRA *

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

* ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT
LIME CORP.

EASTERN GRAIN CO.
C. H. Merrifield. Mgr.

Every Drug Store Nerd

PARK STREET. ROCKLAND

PARK ST., KOCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Distributor!) tor the Pocahontas Furl Co.
Original Pocahontus Coal
ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

f JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

COCHRAN,
BAKER & CROSS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Insurance
KOCKLAND, MAINE

Oil Burners, Refrigeration, Fuel Oil

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Ladies' Specialty Shop

Insurance

KOCKLAND, MAINE

375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

"BUY

NOW!

Home Furnishers

THIS IS A PARTIAL LIST OF KNOX COUNTY NRA MEMBERS.

“Nation Wide"

ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

X'

PARAMOUNT
Restaurant & Luncheonette
402 MAIN ST., KOCKLAND

273 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

NOTE—The Rockland Compliance Board will meet at 2 o’clock every Monday
afternoon in the City Council Room to receive complaints from employers and
employes on NRA matters. The board has jurisd’etion over the southern half
of the county beginning with Glencove and including the islands.
OTHER

WE SUPPORT THE NRA
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

$£

McLAIN SHOE STORE

NAMES AT LATER DATES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

wi x iX*Mt

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

Mo«t Complete Line of Drugs and Supplies in Rockland
MAIN ST. AT LIMEROCK. ROCKLAND

432 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Jeweler—Opp. Strand Theatre

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

99

Insurance

C. E. MORSE

JOHN BIRD CO.

CLARENCE F. JOY

V. A. LEACH

LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

I. LESLIE CROSS

FEYLER’S
Whnlm'e Fl'h Dealer

< "ranrtng and Pressing

TILLSON'S WHARF, ROCKLAND

457 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. TEL. 491-R

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CARINI’S
■

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Fruit and Confectionery

OPP. STRAND THEATRE. ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND. MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

G. W. PALMER & SON
Jeweler

ECONOMY FRUIT CO.

ARTHUR L ORNE, Inc.
Insurance

9 Park Street

ROCKLAND, MAINE

not KLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

se

CHISHOLM BROS.

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Fruit, Confectionery, Icc Cream

Contractors and Builders

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
Complete Garage Service

PARK ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND LOAN
& & BUILDING ASSOCIATION
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. C. MORAN & CO.

CUTLER’S

K(M KL.AND, MAINE

Insurance

Woman's Specialty Store

ROCKLAND, MAINE

369 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.
KOCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

5c AND 10c TO $1.00 STORE

S. RUBENSTEIN

Choice Sodas
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Clothes For Men

63 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

■
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

LEON J. WHITE
Jeweler—Watches, Diamonds

ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

BURPEE & LAMB
Clothiers
365 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

4

L E. BLACKINGTON

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

FIREPROOF GARAGE
""""""storage, Washing, Specialize! Lubrication

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

MRS. C. H. MERRIFIELD
Garments Altered and Repaired—Over Newberry's
, /
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

PHILIP SULIDES

Clothing and Shoes

Hat Cleaning—Shoe Shining

310 MAIN ST., KOCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Wl Boonurt

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HAVENER’S
BOTTLING WORKS

E. B. CROCKETT

X

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HEWETT’S
BOTTLING WORKS

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
H.H.CRIE&CO.

tMKouamfl

JOHNSON & HALLOWELL
Automobile Repairing

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROYAL SHOE STORE
High Grade Footwear

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hardware
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WILLIS I. AYER

C. W. HOPKINS
VIOOOiMM*

ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.

Men's Clothier

KOCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

“AT THE BROOK," ROCKLAND

Distributors of “Utica Club"

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Buick, Pontiac—Body and Fender Work

MILLER’S GARAGE
Vsed Cars
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

J. A. JAMESON CO.

*<NAUM & ADAMS

Groceries and Provisions

Fruit, Confectionery, Tobaccos

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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Don't take calomel! .

WARREN

HERE’S NEW HEALTH

FOR YOUR LIVER
Now banith bad breath, pimplet,
eonttipation; feel like a million/

That tired, frowsy feeling in the
morning, that "dark-brown” taste in
the mouth—if you would banish them
and win back buoyant health, don’t
expect relief from salts, mineral oil, or
candy and chewing-gum laxatives.
For such remedies only move the
bowels. While chances are. you're one
of the thousands suffering from slug
gish liver which does not yield suffi
cient bile—causing pimples, blemishes,,
headaches, bad breath and a general
run-down feeling.
What you need is something which
acts thoroughly but harmlessly upon
the liver. And in Dr. Edwards Olive
Tablets you will find that "something,”
which stimulates the bile flow.
A successful substitute for calomel
these famous tablets are compounded
of pure vegetable ingredients, and have
been praised for years by millions.
To get and keep the bile flowing
freely-correcting constipation, skin
troubles, and win back that "fine-anadandy" feeling of youth—go to your
druggist for Dr. Edwards Olive Tab
lets today. 15c, 30c, 60c.

*25,?Ai>Ay|
'll •> / n
THINK OF ITI

Only $2-50

o day single .... and $4.00

double for tbit smart centrally
located hotel

Jr

1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they are I
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, eadtwRb
private bath, shower, radio, dra»lating ice water and many other

features you'll be happy about

51st STREET
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
ROY MOULTON

Exocutrvo Vic»-Pro«. end Managing CMv.
WtfTI FOB DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET

a •
nevfetf
yOti *n
iAoi’"1 ! \ 0| «<*

ROCKPORT

Ca’lcrs Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Oliver of West
Charles McKellar were Mr. and Mrs. Newton, Mass., are at The Birches,
Frank Hitler, keepers of Portland Beauchamp avenue, for the month of
Head Light, Mrs Sidney Robinson of October.
Redstone, N. H.. Mr and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Oeorge Torrey of Deer Isle
Vidzttc, James Mullins and Mrs. Lin was a visitor Saturday at the home
wood Dyer of Ash Point.
of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Esancy of
Rockport friends of Mr. and Mrs.
South Hope were callers Friday on Bertram Gardner will be Interested to
Mr. and Mrs. William Ring q.nd Mrs. learn that Mr Gardner hits been
Laura Starrett.
transferred to the Western Union
Mr and Mrs. Albert Peabody, Mrs. office at Rockland from Livermore
Clarence Peabody and Miss'Hilda Falls where he has served as manager
Aspey were dinner guests Friday ot for two years. He enters upon his
Mr and Mrs. (Edwin Copeland ln duties there Tuesday.
Bath, the occasion being the birth
A successful social was held at the
day anniversary of Mr. Copeland.
Town hall Fridav evening under the
Miss Julia Libby is spending a lew auspices of the B.H5 Athletic As
days with Mrs. Charles Wilson.
sociation. Music by Fish's Rollickers
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest O. Starrett
Mr and Mrs. Charles S. Gardner
were in Hebron Saturday to attend motored to Bath Sunday, accom
Fa hers’ and Mothers' Day at the panied by Capt William Shea who
Academy, their son Douglass being a was returning home after being their
member of the entering class tnls guest for several days.
I year.
Mr. and Mrs Alton Savage, daugh
The Baptist ladles' circle will serve ter Joyce, Miss Lilia Sherman and
supper at thc Montgomery rooms Harlan Hammond of Auburn werp
j Thursday at 6 o'clock, the committee, Sunday guests of Rev. and Mrs. O.'F
j Mrs. Emma Wyllie, Mrs. Carrie But- Currier
Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear and
I ler and Mrs John Marshall. It will
j be thc annual meeting of the circle Mrs. Effie Veazie returned Sunday
and reports of the past year given. 1 from a weekend visit in Boston with
' their daughters Miss Thallce Spear
E. E. Roderick, deputy commis ' and Miss Mary Veazie who are stusioner of education, proved an inter j dents at Burdett College.
esting and helpful speaker at the
Mrs. Emma Torrey leaves Wednes
I Joint meeting of the grade teachers day on an Inspection tour as Senior
I of Warren and Union schools Satur I Vice President cf the National W.R C.
day afternoon at the high school ■ She will vl'lt the Corps at Clinton,
bullchng. Mr. Rooerick spore on I Fairfield and Oakland.
"School Improvement" and he said
Rev. F. F. Fowle left Monday morn
there was more teed than ever before ing for Eostor. to attend the min
for hard and unselfish work on the isters' conference at Boston Uni
part of every teacher, icgardicss ot versity.
salary. Plans were mad: also tor
Funeral services for Fred E. Buzzell
Education Week. Nov. 6-13, and par were held Sunday afternoon at 2
ents will be requested to visit schcols o'clock iff hls late home at Simon
according to a program to be an ton, Rev. F. F. Fowle officiating. In
nounced later. These plans were terment was ln Mountain View ceme
made carefully in order not to Inter tery. Camden. The bearers were John
fere with the school routine. The Buzzell, Raymond Simonton, Clif
next teachers' meeting will be Nov. 18 ford Morton and Chester Melvin. The
Mrs. Parker McKc'lar relumed floral tributes nfere many and beau
Sunday from Marlboro. Mass, with tiful, expressive of the high esteem
her husband who had motored thci - in which he was held.
for her Friday. She had becn guest
Miss France.'; Jordan of Waldoboro
the past week of her mother -Mrs. E. J is at the home of Mrs. Josephine
L. Shaw and sisters Mrs. Harold i Bohndell during the Illness of the lat
Weeks and Mrs. Willard Boggs of ter, whose condition ls showing ImMarlboro.
| provement.
Harold W Jones and family have
Mrs Shirley Bowley. alternate dele
gate for Mystic Rebekah Lodge, ac moved from Beech street to their
companied by Mrs. Earle Moore, mo newly erected house at Ash Point.
Mrs Adelbert Heath who has becn
tored Monday to Lewiston where they
will attend the two-day session of the visiting Mrs. Augusta Shibles, re
turned last week to her home at Re
Rebekah Assembly.
The Freshman-Sophomore team vere, Mass.
A large cogregatlon enjoyed the
defeated the Junior-Senior team at
union service Sunday evening at the
baseball Thursday—4-0.
Town ha'l at which Rev. G. P. Cur
Because of the wet cond tion of the rier was the speaker, using as hls sub
ball field, the h‘gh school track meet ject "Let Us Play Football" He was
was postponed from last Friday to assisted in the service by Rev. F. F
{ some time early this week. The pro Fowle of thc Methodist Cfiurch and
ceeds will benefit the high school ath- by a group of young men from that
| letic association.
church who sang “When I Survey thc
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Watts, who ac- Wondrous Cross" as the lights in the
{ companied by Mr. and Mrs James hall were dimmed and a lighted cross
MacDougall motored to Boston the appeared at the front of the stage
first of last week, returned Saturday, The singers were Ernest Crockett,
the MacDougalls accompanying them. Maynard Oraffam. Richard Moody.
Mr. and Mrs Wat's a'so visited in Roland Richards and Mr Fowle.
Providence.
The Sphinx Class of the Methodist
Mf. and Mrs. Clarence Eenner of Sunday school will present a manless
Waldoboro were guests Sunday of Mr wedding as the chief feature of then
and Mrs. Oeorge Martin. On the r social Friday evening at the vestry'.
Miss E'eanor Griffith of Rockland
return home they were accompanied
by their son Richard Benner who had who has bcen the guest of friends in
spent the weekend with Mr and Mrs. town the past week, returned home
Martin, and by Mrs. Heiicrt Waltz, Monday.
who will keep house for Mr. Benner
The Trvtohelp Club will hold a pub
a few days while Mrs Benner artends lic har.est supper Friday at the Bap
the Rebekah assembly at Lewiston.
tist vestry from 5.30 to 7 p. m.
The 22d annual meeting of the Past
The convention of Knog County
Council of Religious Education will Patrons and Past Matrons of the
be held Friday afternoon and eve { O ES will be held Oct. 24 at Ten
ning at the Congregational Church, ant's Harbor with Naomi Chapter as
the afternoon session to open at 1 30. host. Dinner will be served at 6 30
Rev. Charles E. Brocks. paUor of the J to which members may invite guests.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Lane, Jr. and
M E Church at Rockland w.U speak
on "The Trans'ormlng Power of the Mrs. E.la Overlock have returned
Vital Message." At 4 o'clock the con- from North Bennington. Vt., where
fercr.c: will be div:d?d up into special they visited Maynard Overlock and
conferences which will Include both { family. Enrouie home they were
adults and children, and each group Joined at Brunswick by Mrs. Oladys
to have Its own leader Supper will be Wilson and daughter Joan who will
served at 6 o'clock by the ladies' ci cle. visit the Lanes for a few days.
J. Carlton Davis, engineer on the
Special muse has been arranged or
the evening session and will include yacht Cuttysark. has returned to hls
Chester O Wyllie, tenor, as soloist. home on Un.on street for the winter,
Philip Annas, principal of the Hallo the yacht having been placed in win
well High School, wi l give the ad ter quarters.
Thc annual inspect on of Harbor
dress entitled ' The Vital Message for
thc Sunday School." This will be the Light Chapter takes place this eve
27th annual convention of the associ ning with Mrs. Winifred Conley of
ation, and effleers for the coming vear Camden as inspection officer. Sup
will be elected during the business per will be served at 6 30.
The World Wide Guild will meet
meeting.
this evening at the Baptist parsonage.

<^..ENDS

FRIENDSHIP

Knox County Conference will hold
a special session at South Hope,
commencing Thursday evening Oct.
19, and continuing over thc following
Sunday Everybody welcome.
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
H. S. Weaver of Allston, Mass.
closed his cottage at Martins Point
Oct. 12 and has returned to the city.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Work on the Crow Point road Is
STEAMBOAT CO.
to be under construction.
Mrs. Josie Burns of Lawry enter
Steamer leaves 8wan» Island at 530
a. m . Stonington 8.25. North Haven 7.25 tained the Union Aid of South Wal
Vlnalhaven 8 15; due to arrive at Rock doboro and the Ladies Aid of Friend
land about 930. Returning — leaves ship Oct. 3. The ideal day and boun
Rockland at 130 p. m Vlnalhaven 2 45 tiful repast will long be remembered.
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4 40; duo There were 47 present.
.ItVtS V
to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m.
Mrs. Nancy Rogers of South Port
B.H. STINSON
land and daughter Mary are occupy
117-tf
General Agent.
ing their home at Hatchet Cove for
a short lime.
Miss Nancy Libby of Thomaston is
visiting her aunt Mrs. Granville
I Brow
j The M. E. Church has been
; shingled on one side of thc roof.
{ The Baptist Church at East
Friendship Ls undergoing repairs.
Members of thc Pentacostal faith arc
{holding services every Tuesday even
BOSTON, MASS.
ing in the church.
BEACON STREET,
Mrs. Chester Havener of Hatchet
Cove continues seriously 111, and ls
attended by Dr. Hahn.
Mrs. Olivia Ho'ifses is at home after
a very pleasant vacation of two weeks
Ixicaied on Beacon
spent at South Bristol, where she was
Ilill next to the
entertained by her friends there.
State House
The Pythian Sisters will serve a
chicken supper at their hall Oct. 20.
The committee in charge are Mrs.
Bertha Jameson, Genie Simmons.
{Gertrude Oliver, Millie Morton and
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial
Edna Packard
and shopping centers
Mrs. Hattie Lawry of the village
{ entertained the Ladles Aid ot the M.
j E. Church at her home, 23 being
j present-. Ioe cream and cake were
;served and a happy hour of singing
old familiar hymns and songs was
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 up
enjoyed with Mrs Geneva Thompson
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
at the piano. The business meeting
followed and the remainder of the

<•*

a Cold
Sooner

•AZ $*•» . vo**

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

New U>wer Rates
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IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES

P.S*.’tVW!WJW'rr.'rW

PLAY CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF!

■

DENSMORE SHUTE — Britons

gasped and gaped when
he won the 1933 British Open over St. Andrews’ decep
tive fairway! and angry bunkers. Golf prophets say Shute
will line up with Golf Immortals. Answering a question,
Shute recently said: “I have tried all the brands, and long
ago found that Camels are milder, and what is even more
important to any golfer, they do not jangle thc nerves."

TOMMY ARMOUR — Often called

“Wizard of the Irons,"
Armour has won a flock of championships, including the
U. S. Open in 1927, the P. G. A. in 1930, thc British Open
in 1931.Tommy knows his golf and his cigarettes "What
do I think of Camels? They are my brand and have been for
years. I smoke a lot but I must be sure that my nerves are
healthy and my head is clear—dial's why I prefer Camels.”

GENE SARAZEN —This

great golfer began hit winning
ways in 1922 when he became U. S. Open Champion.
He hav bcen a consistent tournament winner ever since.
This year he won his third P.G. A. Championship. On
the subject of cigarettes Sarazcn says: "I agree with Shute
and Armour—1 smoke Camels, too. They always taste
good—and they never interfere with my nerve control.”

HE: Nice drive! Have
a Camel. They’re
milder, you know.

vutdz&M

SHE: Thanks, I will! I’ve
smoked them for
years. 1 know they
taste better. And It
it the one cigarette
that never gets on
my nerves.

Men and women whose work and play de
mand healthy nerves and level heads prefer
Camels. Active people anree that they can
smoke thesefine-flavored, milder cigarettes
without fear of jangling their nerves.
Another thing about active people—they
are pretty generally steady smokers ...
And, as anyone who smokes Camels will
tell you, you can smoke as many of these
cigarettes as you want—and never have a
“cigaretty”aftertaste. The last cigarette at
night tastes as good as the first in the
morning, if you smoke Camels.
Try a package of Camels today... Enjoy
the superior flavor of their costlier tobaccos.
If you are a steady smoker you will appre
ciate the fact that Camels never get on
your nerves, never tire your taste.

IT IS MORE FUN TO KNOW
Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other

popular brand. You will find Camels
rich in flavor and delightfully mild.

CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YGUR NERVES...NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE
afternoon was spent in sewing . Mrs dinner guests Sunday of Dr. and Mrs.
Mary Hatch of East Friendship was C. H. Leach in Pownal Mr, and Mrs
guest of honor and she presented thf Otis Munroe motored as far as Bath
Aid with $3 00, the proceeds of a small with them and visited relative', and
fee from persons who picked berries friends there during thc day.
Secretary of 8,ate and Mrs R. C.
from her blueberry patch.
Mrs. Wardell McFarland and son Tobey. Senator and Mrs Forrest
Arthur motored to Rockland Wednes Bond. Hariy T. Dunna k. Slate
Librarian, and Mrs. Oli.< Johnson of
day of last week.
Augusta were guests Friday ot Dr
Mr and Mrs. Elmu.s Morse and Mi
and Mrs. William It Hahn.
Robert Libby and daughter Nancy
were recently guests of Mr. and Mrs
SIMONTON
Granville Blow
Those who attended the Joint in- :
Mrs. Adelia Annis has returned
stallaton of Odd Fellows. Rebekahs
and the Encampment at Odd Fellows from Knox Hospital, Rockland, ano
hall in Rockland were Mr. and Mrs is visiting friends and relatives
Mrs Sai ah Marcello, chairman of
Byron Thompson Mr. and Mrs Alberl
Jameson, Mrs. Gertrude Oliver and the local Farm Bureau, Ls soliciting
old and new members. She says,
Mrs. Edna Packard.
The inspect.on of Eastern Star in "Every dollar counts."
The Simonton 4H Club, under tV;
Thomaston was well attended by
members from this place, among them direction of Mrs. Zylpha Annis held
John Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Robert a baked bean social and program at
Mitchell. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jame Community Hall last week Tuesday
evening.
son, Gertrude Oliver and Annie Doe
Albert Witherspoon, president of
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Leonard and
daughter of Melrose. Mass., spent thf the Simonton Community Associa
veekend at their summer home here. tion has called a special business
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Armstrong meeting to be held at Community ha'l
and Mr and Mrs. Kelly of Winches Oct. 17. As matters of importance are
ter, Mass., spent the weekend at Da to be taken up all members of the
association arc requested to be pres
vis Point.
Frederick Felkcr and Archie Wal ent.
Mrs. Louise Melvin and Mrs
lace got 50 pounds of smelts in
Stella Simonton were recently guests
Friendship river last Thursday.
Mr and Mrs. W. E Barnes of of Mrs. Nellie Barnes in Camden.
Wellesley, Mass., spent the weekend at
Martin’s Point.
Naiian Thompson has a position
as seaman on the S S. Exochorda,
which sails the first of the week from
Jersey City for Egypt and other for
eign ports.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Thomp on
7
odera
os
and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Thomp
son attended Topsham fair Thurs
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
day.
served the families of Knox County
Miss Nancy Libby of Thomaston
LADY ATTENDANT
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Brow.
Mrs. Nancy Rogers and Mrs. Mary
BURPEE’S
Rogers of Portland are spending ten
ROCKLAND. ME.
days at their Hatchet Cove, home.
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry were

COMPLETE
^FUNERALS
4 M

T£ C

ISLE AU HAUT

GLENCOVE

Copyright. ltu.
Cmpaaf

B. J. Beynolde Tobsoon

a rrcent guest of Mrs. Edith Dun
can, who also has had her sister Mrs.
to. 'na Hopkins of Lincolnville and
Mrs. Nellie Biglowe of Mas-achusetta
as guests.
Mrs. Herbert Waldron is at home
for a while after caring for Mrs.
Bradford Richmond at Hill Top
Farm.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waldron and
Small-Rich
daughter Barbara were In Portland
Thc following item is from thc recently.
Medford Mercury of recent dale:
Mrs Ernest Mears ls adding a
Albert Leon Small and Miss Mar
garet Lillian Rich, both of Isle au piazza to her house.
Penob co' View Orange held a 6 30
Haut, were married Wednesday eve
ning, O t. 4. at the hem? of thi 'ups>cr Thursday night. Tho-e tn
groom' cou in. Warren E. Brown, 6L charge were Misses Edith Wall. Fyrne
SENNEBEC
Fourth street, Medford Rev. Jona Whitney and Cora Whitney. Every
one
regretted
that
the
fourth
mem

than E. Carlmlll. pastor of the WellFr ends of George Hills are sorry
ngton Community Church officiated ber of this lively bunch, MLss Hilda to team that he recently met with an
Wall,
could
r.ot
be
present,
owing
to
tt the ceremony.
accident, bi caking one of hls legs.
Miss Inez Brown played the wed b"ing In Knox Hospital with sinu
Jam- - Ilemenway and son Ray of
•trouble.
An
interesting
meeting
and
ding march, the bride entering the
Ma ichuaetta and Clyde Butler of
•
program
was
held
after
thc
supper
oom on tlw arm of Mr. Brown. The
Union were callers at Sennebec Farm
bride's gown was of white satin with I The ladies met in the afternoon and Tucrday of last week.
did
"
wing
and
planning
for
the
fair
ace jacket and she carried white
R/itand Oushee and hls family at
-cses. She war attended by her sis to b: held Oct 27, afternoon and eve tended Union Fair.
ter, Miss Roe? Rich. Simmons W7 ning.
Friends of Bernice Ames are glad
All Grangers will be pleased to
who was in psach satin and carried
to see her out again after her recent
pink rosea Arthur Emerson of Med , learn that Brother Fernando Phil- llltie s.
i brick is Improving.
ford was best. man.
Maud' Creamer Ls employed at the
Master Norman Crockett was visit
Mr. and Mrs. Small are on a motor
Riverside Lunch Room
tour which will Include the Century ing Oranges ln South Warren and
Raymond Paul and family. Leroy
ol Progress at Chicago. They will Camden recently.
Several from thLs place at'anded HTmenway and son Benny, Wallace
live in Isle au Haut, where Mr. Smail
Griffin, ,-ons Walter and Ralph,
is in the wholesale sheep business. , the .'•■'fsion ot Knox Pomona at Mar- Roger and Maurice Moral
d Mary
1 tlnsville.
Ames, were among those
a this
Tom Farley was ln Belmont Sun {place who attended Union Fair.
day of last week, ard calling on Mr
, and Mrs. Merle Sylvester, George
St. Clair and Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Sullivan.
White Cal: Orcve Cabins dining
'loom Is clo-ed, but some of thc
HEN you feel
I cabins ar? occupied occasionally, ard
run-down,
Cliff Perry's Cruiser Cabin Ls *'.‘11
when your blood is
there.
thin or stomach gives
Repairs are being made to the
trouble, with gas, or
Constipation Drove wharf at Warrenton.
"sour risings," try
x Dr. Pierce's Golden
Thc renting tenement of Mrs. Mary
14/5 I *4 made her feel cross, headIIV r WHO achy, half alive. Now she Hall ls being extensively repaired and
Medical Discovery,
has a lovable disposition, new pep and vitality.
If you are thinimproved by new cement walks, lawn
Heed Nature’s warning: Sluggish liowels invan
blooded, need to put
ably result in ppisonouswastcttravagingyour sys i graded, eara-re attached to ‘.he house,
tem—often the direct cause of headaches, diz
en healthy fie»h—this is the tonic for you.
ziness, colds,complexion troubles. NATURE'S and allerations made on the interior. Mrs Wesley Dudley of 1437 Buffalo St.,
Ervie Murch Is making Improve Olean, N. V lays; "When 1 wa, badly in
REMEDY—the mild, all-vegetable laxative safely stimulates the entire eliminative tract— ments ton his house, taking away need of a tonic, 1 took Dr. Plerce’a Golden
strengthens, regulates the bowels for normal,
Medical Discovery to build me up. I had no
oart of the ell and shed, and build ambition, wa, terribly run-down in health, my
natural function
ing Get a 25c box
ing an addition which will make an nerve, bothered me and 1 got very little rest
TONIGHT
today at your
at night, but after taking the ‘Dlscoetry’ a
fohioagbw airicmt
other tenement and greatly add to short
druggist's.
time I won picked up and gained
the
already
well
kept
home,
store
strength " Sold by druggid, everywhere
7L., sane" Quirk relMt 1<» »"{>.,n^*‘
Write to Hr. Pierre*, I'llole, Buffalo,
and filling station.
TUMS
heartburn. Only iO0Mi l. Hattie Hart ot Rockland was hi, I., fur free niedlial advice.

A Body Builder
W
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NORTHJ4AVEN

THOMASTON

Kidneys
„
Leslie Clark, son Allen and Joyce
were weekend guests of Mr and
Mrs. Clifford Clark.
bother your
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gannon of
Sanford are visiting her mother,
IT1EED promptly bladder IrregMrs. Aves'.x Buckin.
ulanties, getting up at nigbt and
Mrs. Clifton Morse of Port Clyde
nagging
backache. They may warn
was weekend guest of Mrs. Aletha
of some disordered kidney or blad
Thompson.
Meeting of the American Legion
der function. Don’t experiment. Try
Auxiliary will be held at the Legion
Doan's Pills. Successful for 50
rooms Pridav evening at 7 30. Elec
years. Used the world over. C'et
tion of officers will be held.
Mrs. Mabel Creighton, son John
Doan s today. At all druggists.
and daughter Catherine. Miss Mar
garet. G. Ruggles and Miss Rita
Smith of Thomaston, and Miss Mar
garet Hellier of Rockland were visit
ors Saturday in Portland.
Truman Sawyer. W. B D. Gray
A DIURETIC FOR THE KIDNEYS
and Willis Thompson have gone to
Oxbow. Aroortook County, on a deer
hunting trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Benner of
Augusta were guests of Mrs. Clara
UNION
Ma •ehews and daughter Miss Belle
Matthews over the weekend.
There is to be a bridge party at the
Mrs. Martha Carter was recently
guest of her daughter, Mary, ln home of Mrs. Ada Lucas next Satur
day evening. The money raised wiil
Orono.
Mrs. Aletl.a Thompson spent sev- Ibe used tc assist the Women's Comeral days ln Warren last week earing .nunity Club in maintaining music in
for Mrs. Sarah Sidensparker. a lady tbe public schools, as was decided at
of 84 years.
the last club meeting. The commltHarold Dana of Gardiner has been •ee_ Mrs jda Gcss, Euda Lermond
selected as the new cahier of and ptua Morton promise an InterThomaston National Bank
jesting evening and hope for a large
correspondent recently met a lady alteildancc
’«y° aVsedM°rn '^nHreSemS Miss M E McQuaide. Maine field

lights of NewYork
By L. L. STEVENSON

Sunday cervices here wer? well at
tended. and at the church school 72
were present. In the evening
Herman Crockett sang two selections
tha. were very much enjoyed and
added mu:h to the service. Those
who stay away from the Sunday
services are missing much that onriches life, and brings inspiration,
comfort and courage for the battles
and tasks to be met.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Beverage re
ceived congratulations Sunday from
friends, it being the 46th anniversary
of their wedding, and all of whom
wish them continued health and
happiness, and that when it comes
to the fiftieth, the day may prove as
beautiful and golden, as this autumn
day. with its clear skies, late flowers,
•unshine and golden foliage.
Federal wardens were visitors »n
this neighborhood Sunday, and we
trust their presence wa; unwarranted from any violation of the game
;aws. Parents should see to it that
their boys with air rifles do not shoo',
ong birds. They are the farmers
friends and an asset to the island
Phyllis Duncan and Helen Stone
made a weekend trip to the White
Mountains in t.he Duncan car.
Friends of Vonl Brown are phased
indeed to welcome her home aftethe many weeks at Knox Hospital,
and to find her in such fine spirit.-,
and making good recovery.
The MacDonald boat carried a
group of pecp'.e to Rockland and re
turn Saturday.
Mrs Monte Stone was a Rockland
visitor Wednesday. She reports
Kendall, as improving.
• • • •

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

In Everybody’s Column ♦ * * **’7 c a ir

"

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25I I
c»»nts. three times for 50 cents. Addl-1 R
tional lines five cents each for one time.
8UNOLA cabinet heater for sale, large
10 cents lor three times. Six words size at less than half cost
Cash or
make a line.
terms. FRANK RIDER. Rockport
122*127

2
3
1
5
4
b
Many u weary financier steal!
COW for sale will freshen ln Decemaway from Wall Street these aft
7
8
9
10
| ber. JOHN HENDRICKSON. St. Oeorge
ernoons and rides one or mure round
I road. Thomaston. Me
124*120
trips on the Staten Island ferries
12
II
13
14
15
FOR SALE—Live decoy ducks for duck
St
♦
•
Some merely sit quietly watching the
hunters. $1 each. STOVER’S CASH
LOST In Rockland somewhere between GRAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS for
marine panorama. Others pace the
lb
17
8
20
19
Knox Hospital, power station und Till STOVER FEED MFO. CO. on track, 86
decks either through nervousness or
son Wharf a travelers check book con Park St. Rockland. Juct below Ar
124-126
taining tfrree federal reserve bills. Re mour’s. Tel. 1200
because of a desire to obtain exer
Zl •
22
23
ward
DR
DANIEL M. WOODMAN,
cise In the fresh air. Not infre
APPLES for sale—McIntosh Red and
North Haven.
122-124
Nodheads. J. P. CALDERWOOD, Union,
TM
quently business conferences are
2%
30 31
25 Zb 27
DARK BROWN billfold lost, containing Me______________________________ 123*125
held aboard the big city-operuted
money. Reward Leave at THE COU- ,
RIER-GAZETTE office.
124*126
BOY'S WINTER coat for sale, size 12
boats which run from the Battery to
33
34 V,
3Z
In perfect condition—
LOST—Between Beauchamp Point and years; brown
St. George. There Is either u chance
not
even soiled. Simply outgrown.
Olencove out of an automobile on Tues
CALL
794
________________________
124*129
meeting or an appointment, and
day.
Sept.
19.
a
light
grey
rough
over

3/
3b
coat with the name Henry H. Chatfield
while the ferry is slipping by Gov
EIGHTEEN foot last power boat, ten
lt.
Makers
—
Romanes
&
Paterson;
in
der and mooring ln perfect running con
36 39
ernor's Island and the Statue of
40
$25 reward lf returned to ZELMA M. dition All for $40 Inquire 43 PACIFIC
41
42 43
•
DWINAL. Camden. Maine.
114-tf ST Tel. 1198-J__________________ 124*126
Liberty, a problem Is threshed out
or some agreement made. In the
W
47
45 4b
48
AT YOUR own price buggy, grocery
past, according to a financial dishorse sled, harness, good conW
♦
t , wagon,
dltlon
Hay fork. Jigger wagon,lncubutrict friend, deals running into milM9
50
52
51
♦
♦ ' tor ALBERT CUSHMAN. Friendship,
•
llotia have been consummated oo
|
j
Maine,
___________________________
124*126
I
the upper bay. In common with all
5b
5i
54 55
•**■****■”■■**■■“
” I FIFTY R I Red pullets, laying, for
57 58
the other passengers, the financiers,
ROOMER wanted
Man preferred t sale Tel Liberty 1-14. ERNEST O
<
Reasonable rate 126 CAMDEN ST, ; SPROWL. Searsmont.____________ 123-125
whether or not they Intend to re
bl
bl
59
Rockla
nd._Me.
----------------------------122 124
furst-CLASS rabbit hound Ior sale.
turn to New York, Immediately get
DISTRIBUTOR wanted for Electrlck-1 p b rider, Rockport
121-tf
off the boat at SL George. Itfls the
fe3
W
b5
bb
broom
Write for details. ELECTRIC
rule that everybody must puss
BROOM SALES of N E . 108 Mass Ave.,
OAK DININO TABLE and lour chairs
124-126 | for sale 120 LIMEROCK ST . City
Boston. Mass
through a turnstile and drop an
b7
feb
119-tf
BOARDERS wanted
Adults or chil
other nickel.
dren, on farm TEL. 190-13. Thomaston I WHEN you are planning to sell your
• • •
_________________________________ 128 chickens and fowl, call PETER EDHORIZONTAL (Cont.) i VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Musicians aboard the Staten Is
WARDROBE trunk wanted
Will pay, WABD6. Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
118-tf
56- Abode of evil spirits 25-Above
1-Contorted
cash. Write B. O. B . care The CourierALADDIN LAMP PART8 at au times.
land ferries aren't doing so well
Gazette._________________________ 122*124 prompt vrvlce. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
4-Mineral spring
57- Large lake
26-A tropical fruit
this season, no matter how hard the
PIANO wanted—state age. style, trade j__________________________________ 118-tf
7-Walk
59- Look
27-To cause to burst
met him und who spoke of him as a representative of the American Red coins ln the tin cup are Jiggled un
name and price Write EVA DAVIS.
min of fin" character. He has had Cross, will speak at Olover hall. Oct.
R. I RED pullets, laying. $1 each.
60- Editor (abbr.)
forth
9-lmpress
Pleasant Point. Me
124*126 Large geese. $5 a pair MRS LEROY G.
der the noses of passengers, the re
11- A pastry
61- A continent (abbr.) 29-Bargaine
six years i-rvice in the Gardiner 23. at 7 30 on Red Cross work through- turns are light The musicians have
FRENCH. Simonton Corner. Me
124-126
SALESMAN
wanted
for
Rockland
and
62- Large moving truck 30-To dress with the
12- You and I
bank He is middle life and has a out Maine the past year and the peo- to pay the holder of the conces^m
vicinity for Schlltz Beer and Narragan
FOR SALE— Values—New Low Prices.
beak
13- Pronoun
63- Mountain range In
sett Ale. Must have small truck Write Corn. $123. Stover's Pride Hour. 98c
family
i pie of Union are all invited to attend.
EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS. Lewiston. bag. $7.75 bbl.; Best Family Flour. 93c
31-Half an em
14- Boy's name
South America
Elizabeth Washburn. Vinnic Elliot,'There will be no admission fee, and for the privilege of playing on the
Were Tendered Reception
Me.
123-125 bag. $7 75 bbl ; Best Pastry Flour 87c bag.
boats—the holder of the concession
33-Point of compete
16- Existed
; 65—Cornered
Ethel Newcombe, Marfe Copeland. no solicitations for membership
Thursday night at the church a
CHANCE to do general housework ln 6.90 bbl.; Pillsbury's Best. $1.17 bag;
(abbr.)
,
having
purchased
lt
from
the
city.
17Not
at
any
time
67Summlt
Hortense Wilson. Mary Overlock made.
small family, or take care of children, Occident. $125: fine granulated sugar.
35-Consume
19-Let fall
68- A title
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays reception and shower were given to
small wages MRS Annie DAVIS. 4 Wil 10 lbs 49c with other goods. 25 lbs.
Edith Wilson. Ella Dunn. Minnie
Miss Mona Gove ot Massachusetts,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Leon
Crockett
upon
3S-Lavishes
extreme
21The
(Sp.)
low St
124*126 $1 29. 100 lbs $4 98. fresh native eggs
are tbe best, because on these days
Andrew; and Lucy Weston motored is with Mr. and Mrs Charles Hoyt.
25c doz. 4 doz. 95c: Swift's pure lard, 8c
their return from their wedding trip
fondness
VERTICAL
22Save
MATERNITY patients given best of lb. 20 lbs $1 59; new native potatoes.
the
crowds
aboard
the
boats
are
to Portland Friday and visited the
Mrs. Carrie Parker of Westerly,
i to Bar Harbor There was a fine
39- Each (abbr.)
care tn private home by nurse with hos 87c bu. "More For Less" Egg Mush or
23- Preposition
merely
riding
for
pleasure
or
bound
Danish Village in that city.
R. I., is visiting Rev. and Mrs. R. K
pital training ETTA SMITH ANDER Growing Feed with Nopco XX oil and
company present to felicitate the
40- Homeless wanderers
1- Small bird
24- Musieal study
SON. 259 Talbot Ave
. City
Stanley Kalloch who has spent a Moyle.
for the Staten island beaches. Asked I young couple and to wish them every
___________________
dried
mllk. $198;114*tf
M F. L Scratch Feed,
41- Most inflamed
2- Musical note
28- Make a mistake
two weeks' vacation from the Ar
POSITION as chef or older cook want- | $1 85: M F. L Pig or Hog Ration. $1.75;
42- Egyptian sun-god
Miss Harriet Williams was home as to the liberality of the Staten Is happiness and success ln life. The
3- Opens the mouth
29- Rate of motion
ed
Best
of
references.
HORACE
PERRY.
( M F L. Stock Feed. $1 49; M F L. 20
mour & Co.'s business in Bangor from Kent's Hill to spend the week land commuters, the Tlollnlst made (following program was carried out:
43-Country in Europe
32-Leaner
wide
•tf 1! 'Dairy Feed. $1 63; Just P-lght Egg Mash
Orace St.. City.
with his parer.'.i on High street, re end with her mother Mrs. Laura a gesture with hls bow, and hls 'Selections by the choir; instrumen
—
—
with Yeast. $2 25: Domino Confectioners,
44A
small
portion
4- A cubic unit of
34-Wishes for
1 or brown sugar 7>2c lb. 4 lb pk
30c.
turned to Banger Sunday.
46-Obtained
right shoulder went up at the same tal trio, Barbara Stone. Margaret
36- A large cask
metric measure
Williams.
Buy now and save STOVER S CASH
Butler and Elston Beverage: reading.
48-Sainte (abbr.)
5- Father (Short)
37- A beverage
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Gould are re- time.
♦
rare
a
■
rhT
a
•w'r*
> grain stores, distributors for
6- Among
• • •
‘Mrs Mabel Stone; duel. Phyllis Dun
50- An animal bearing
S8-Make deeper
STOVER FEED MFC, CO. on track.
Mr and Mrs. Luther A Clark were ceiving congratulations on th? birth
I Park St. Rockland. Just below Arwool
7- Bind
41-Guides
host and hostess to a supp?r party of a son. William Berry Gould.
It ls on the Staten lsland ferries can and Marjorie Huse; instrumental
123-128
a*****»«..>.«***«u(
mour'li Tel. 1200.
51- Former Russian
8- More profound
44- Brag
in their home Saturday evening. The
Mr and Sirs Eugene Gordon o’ i that the bootblacks have the art of i trio; choir selection: remarks by
title (pl.)
45- An exclamation of
9- A wine
FOR SALE—Six room house, good 10- |
guests were Mrs. Alice Oordon and South Thomaston have recently been 1 hissing down to a degree I haven't Frank Beverage and the pastor;
cation, price right. This property Is
10-A soft food
54-Ocean
duet; reception. In the receiving
astonishment
Jeruel Hart of Warren. Mr and Mrs. at Ralph Wallace's.
good
Investment.
Its
location
is
on
a
__
__
.
heard anywhere else. The way they line were Mr. and Mrs Crockett.
11-Undressed fur-skins 56-Canvat shelter
47-Break suddenly
O:car Gould. Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real ♦
Tfl I CT
(
Mrs. Carrie Wentworth and Mrs say, "shoe shine?" gives tbe Im Mrs Charles Bray. Mrs. Pierce
57- Alwayt
15- Remarks
49- Pronoun
Estate Agency____________________ 118-tf $
IV L*£i 1
(
A Clark. Mrs. Laura Delano. Mrs. Olive Young very pleasantly enter
pression
that
a
snake
ls
about
to
58- Radical (abbr.)
16- An insect
50- Very bright
Crockett and Parker Cro?kett. Sher
THE L E GRIFFIN house at 25 James ■*****•«».
Martha Trefethern. Mrs
Rossie tained the auxiliary of the Woman's
strike. And the look they give
64-Act
18-Variant (abbr.)
52- Near
St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors, i
Roundy and Edgar Crawford.
TWO room apartment with bath to
Home Missionary Society. Oct. 12 when no tip is forthcoming Is worse bet and cake were served and it was
electric lights, large lot. Price right. let.
,66-East Indies (abbr.)
20-A seed covering
53- Examine
a very happy occasion. The committhoroughly modern, heated and
Edward O'B. Burgess and Miss There was a good attendance and ar.
Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me lighted.
a week; also rooms and bath
fee
in
charge
was
Miss
Jennie
Bev

than
the
hiss
1
Harriet Burge;s arrived home Mon- interesting program. A list of some
97-tf $3 week $5
up at Foss House. MABEL AT
• • •
(Solution to Previous Puzxle)
erage. Mrs Julia Beverage, Miss
day from a trip to the^Chicago Ex- cj
Romes supported by this.so
FARM for sale. 20 acres field and KINS. proprietor, 77 Park St. Tel 330.
Was told of a former Wall Street Marjorie Huse and the pastor.
pasture, house, barn, henhouse for 1000
121-tf
position and Niagara Falls
ciety is being taken up for study
VINALHAVEN
• • • •
hens, fine well, pump ln sink, electric
Mr and Mrs. Frank D. Elliot have The special topic for the November man on whom evil days had descend
FOUR ROOM house and shed, toilet
lights, good cellar. Highlands. $1100 V. and
lights. Florence St.. $15; five room
returned from a few days absence meeting will be the Susannah Wes- ed, such evil days Indeed that his
F STUDLEY, 283 Main 8t. Tel. 1154
Delightfully Entertained
house, toilet, shed, lights and gas. Ful
Mrs. R. A Jones and grandson who
122-tf ton
clothing was actually on the point
from home
;..y Home. Honolulu
St.. $15. Heated kitchenette, large
At
Haven
Inn
Friday
night
thv
have
been
in
town
for
the
past
few
Capt. John Brown left Tuesday '
________
FARM Ior sale. 15 acres field. 10 acres sitting room, gas stove, hot water heater,
ot a disintegration. An old friend table in the main dining room was months. expect to leave this week for
wood, good buildings, good cellar, pump tallet. $4 75 per week Five room house
morning for Portland on business.
told
him
of
an
opening
into
which
spread
in
such
a
wav
that
it
was
apMaryland.
ln
sink, electric llghta. fruit trees, land I Holmes St., toilet, lights, shed. H. B.
CAMDEN
Ber'. Newbert. Mrs. Newbert, Jo-?
borders on river, on state highway. 2‘j BARTER Tel. 611-W
124-126
he would Just fit But he didn't parent the occasion was somethin'; ,, _ ' ,,, ,,
. _ ,
Bradlee. George Newbrt. Charles
miles
from Prison. $1100. V. F STUDLEY,
F:ed W' Morong of Reexport
THOROUGHLY modern house, fur
dare make the application because special. A beautiful centerpiec? of
283 Main St. Tel. 1154
122-tf nished.
Henderson. Edward Elliot and Tru
centrally located. Applv LUDA
The funeral of Lewis B Packard.
n^turtiums decorated the table
°f ber
f
man Sawyer are in Northern Maine 79 was held today. Tuesday, at 11 i of the state of hls wardrobe. In des which was set for 14. it being a din- c McIntosh, while attending the Lat■ MITCHELL Tel. 40. at 25 Oak St . Cltv.
peration,
he
went
through
hls
ef

_______________________________
123-125
for big gam?.
o'clock Irom Good's funeral home. ■ fects ln an effort to find some ner party given by Dr. N. K Wood ter ,Day
convention the past
Plaids For Sport*
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
The Methodist Ladies' Aid win
A CampbeU officiating
of
Boston
to
a
group
of
North
Haven
week.
I to let. $18. at 59 MASONIC ST Inquire
thing he could pawn. In an old
j on premises_____________________ 124-126
“>
jtrunk he discovered a small Bible. friend;. The menu was a choice ony. . Mrs. Harry Wilson left Saturday
j DON'T FORGET
Best tenement in
Woodcock and Mrs. Marion Oral ton cemetery. Mr_ Packard was Iwrn in Thinking he might find Inspiration, served in courses, and Included creari for Portland where she will be the
j Olty. heated. Janitor service See MIKE
housekeepers.
Virginia but had lived in Camden he opened lt—and found a $20 bill! tomato soup, lobster salad, roast guest of her son Sidney Wilson and
ARMATA at Men's Shop. Park St Also
low rent heated flat, three rooms and
Stephen Lavender has entered the for the past 50 years. He was a ma- It had been placed there by hls chicken, ice cream, cake, coffee.' Of her daughter. Mrs Harold Clark.
J bath.
____________________ 123*128
and cheese.
Mrs. Grace Conwav will entertain __________ _ ___________________
emp'.oy cf the J P Pearion Co., and son oy trade.
mother when be left home 15 years crackers
WELL furnished apartment to let.
Following the repast the company lhc Pals Wcdne/dav evening. The-----------------------------------------------Is learning the cutt?rs' trade at the
Mr and Mrs. L. E. Setter and ago. He hurried out, purchased a
I three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
Mrs prank f°U°winS guests: Mr and Mrs Zenas
Knox street building.
daughter Joan spent the weekend In suit at a Fifth avenue sale, got the retired to the parlor for an evening last n,cetjng w.as
I ST Tel 156-W_______________
118-tf
of conversation and music. The 'Ha'...eu "
*
Burgess. Mr. and Mrs. Emile Coombs
Miss Rose Teel is spending a va- “ortheast Harbor, guests of Mr. and
FURNISHED three room apartment.
job, and is now coming back rap artists were Neil Calderwood of
'
'
and
son
Elmer.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lafay, also one furnished room with bath.
cation of two weeks in Boothbay Mrs Herbert Thomas.
Vinalhaven. pianist, and Frar.:U Mrs Jennie Smith of Rockland ar-tu gmith Mrs Margaret Birnle.
MRS E. K. MILLS. Rear 11 Masonic St.
Harbor.
Mrs. Chauncey Keep has closed i idly. Hls great regret ls that the Lipovsky. violin. Selection after se- *ed Saturday and is the guest of Car, Ames and c Me
died last year.
Mrs J Walter Strout, director of Tirr.bercliffe on High street and re- ; thoughtful mother
• • •
lection of th? classic; were played, her son L C. Smith.
Mrs £Ua Ames and MrJ w(nn,e
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
muic in the Baptist Church, is turned to Chicago.
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
118-tf
Mrs. Maurice Leadbetter was nost- Ames were hostesses The evening
Barron Collier, who controls the and ln such a manner as to attract
gath-?r:nr from local and nearby
Mr and Mrs h. Jay Potter returned
HEATED apartmenta, all modern, four
other
guests
at
the
Inn.
and
joining
css
to
the
Butterfly
Club
Saturday
was
pi
(a
s
an
tlv
passed
with
cards
street
car,
elevated
and
subway
ad

musical folk, a company for a musi- jate g^urday from a motor trip to t
ily at CAMDEN
------------ it ROCKrooms.S|
Apply
Dr w. C Rich, optometrist, will be
LAND WATER CO Tel 634.
vertising, believes In boosting the XS ^well^th^fTwY^ evenlng
118-tf
cal evening the last Sunday in Oc'.o- thc wtiite Mountains and Quebec
^Wth^SrHlISmUfttl
contralto
Mirs
Dorothy
Billings
went
Monday
at
Mrs
Mary
vinalhaven.
ber. and is finding a ready response
THREE room furnished apartment to
Miss Mabel Howe, business mana President Hls latest series of cards,
let.
at
49
Pleasant
St
LILLIAN
BICKThe program as outlined will Include ger at the New England Telephone I under the familiar caption, "As vo ce and playing her own arcom- '!?
^r a visit with ner aunt Tuesday, Oct. 17, remaining until’
NELL. 82 Llmerock St.
123*125
Saturday night. Oct. 21. Glasses fltsolo', duets, two chorus numbers,
a UIliLc,
j
olfice, IO
is upviiuniR
spending aa vacation
luvuviwii
•**
in' Right as Roosevelt,” reads: "Buying panimenL mIs Swell sang first a Mrs WllUam
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. elec
selection bv the seniors
J • * vinalhaven. Stonington and Boston, what you can Is a good way to put Oerman. and then an Italian folk Missas Polly and Minnie Wood, left | ted by the very latest up-to-date
tric lights, flush toilet and garage. T J.
church choirs combined, and a half
j CARROLL. 144 Camden 3t. Tel. 739-M.
methods. Appointments made.—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Brewster Into circulation your confidence in ^ong and again a song In Fi ?nch. Monday lor Quincy, Mass.
_______________________ 114-tf
hour of music by Clark's Little Sym and Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur the nation's new leadership of faith Others Joined the group about the I Mr and Mrs. Lewis Burgess of
122&124
THREE room furnished apartment,
phony Orchestra
piano,
and
a
mingling
of
instruments
Ncrth
Haven,
were
over
Sunday
____________
and
action.'*
with bath $5 week. V. F. STUDLEY. 283
The advisory board of the D A R.. "ictored to Bar Harbor Sunday. •
• • •
and voices rendered a great treat for guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allston Rob-1
MnD-ru w> add cm
1 Main 3t Tel 1154
121-tf
will meet at Saco Wednesday.
Henry Beverage and son Donald
thos;
p:?sent.
and
for
the
guests
a
‘
.erts.
lNUK
1
ri
W
AKKLIN
FOUR ROOM apartment and six room
Samuel E. Hendricks, whose mem
Th« J B Pearson Co . have a crew have returned to Yarmouth after
apartment, modern.
to
let. MRS.
Dr. Ri:h, optometrist, is now in
------ories of New York go back 65 years, the Inn.
re-cove-in? the roof of ’.heir build- spending a few days ln Camden
FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W.
In the comoanv were Dr N. K town, remaining until Saturday night
The place formerly owned by F. E.
ing on Knox street, u'ed for storage Miss Hazel Chandler Ls having a told me the story of the Irishman
_________________________ _________ 118-tf
Pate of Bucksport has been sold to
and a cutting deoartment.
vacation of two weeks from her duties working on the Navarro apartments, W:od of Bo ton. Mr and Mrs Her- —only, Oct. 21—adv.
MODERN rooms to let. with or with
Mu. MaryArey and daughter Mrs. a Finn party.
out kitchen privileges
Prices low.
Frank Allen and Edward Stone left as assistant librarian at the Camden the famous “Spanish Flats,” New man Crockett. Dr .and Mrs. Daniel (
Woodman.
Mr;.
Horace
M
Noyes.
Walter
Tolman
will
visit
in
Brewer
The
Social
Club
met
at
the
dining
MRS
SUSAN FOSS. 493 Main St.
Monday evening to enter the vet- Public Library.
York's first of Its many apart
_______ ___________________
118*120-tf
loom in White Oak Grange hall Saterar.s camp from Portland.
Emerson Wadsworth's camp at ment houses. The Irishman climbed Miss Alice Gould. Rev. and Mrs H this week.
I SIX-ROOM house to let on Camden
Mrs. Lora Hardison, Mrs. George urday night and enjoyed a chicken
• • • •
Pitcher Pond was recently destroyed down to get a can of beer. When F Huse and Miss Marjorie Huse. NeL
i
St.,
near
Sllsby
Greenhouse!,
electric
Calderwood of Vinalhaven. Blakelev Newbert andMrs. Frank Winslow en-supper, with around 70 present.
lights, furnace, bath; clean, cosy, ecohe was back on the seventh-floor Gallagher, and Mr. and Mrs. Franc j, ttT(Alra,d members of the Washing-1 Howard and Madelyn Hawes of
TTi-' s’wing club spent Monday at by fire.
I nomlcal. MRS. H. M FROST. Tel.
Megunticook Lake, and it was a very Mr. and Mrs. E. M Crosby. George framework again, he fell through Lipov'kv The
318-W._____________________
112-tf
ton Club and guests at an all-day Union spent Sunday with their grandpleasant occasion. The following Nichols and Roy Alley are in Port- and ended up in the basement For
SMALL-tenement on Holmes St . to let.
aPnd Mra
Friday al the summer home parents Mr. and Mrs C. W. Mank.
Kew
York-Paris
Faskioat
flush toilet, electric-lights. TEL. 958-J.
attended: Helen Carr. Mrs. Charles '.and attending the sessions of the tunately he lit on a pile of sand. tion *.-> Dr Wood and to M ami Mriy Qf Mrs Hardlfon s brot,her, R. Mont
....
DAYON fashions this Royal Scot __________________ __ _____________ 112-tf
W Singer. Elizabeth Washburn. Grand Bodies. I.O.OF
“Are you hurt Mike?” asked an Crockett for the evenings pleasure Afey on Lane.s
I
FURNISHED tenement to let. All
Mrs. F W. Miller has returned from anx|Oug fellow workman. "I'm not and hospitality.
Plaid frock which should be at
Anna Dillingham. Ruth Blodgett
Ob crve Brothers Night
Mrs £imjra g
of Stratton and
Hot water heat, electric lights,
the top ot tbe mode for Autumn modern.
Mr;. C-orge Cross, Leona Starrett. Galveston. Texas, where she attend- hurt •• Was the response. "But I spilt
hot and cold water, gas and bath Rent
daughter Mrs. Edna Sanborn of West j White Oak Orange celebrated
reasonable.
Apply to FLOYD L. SHAW,
Ethel Newcombe.
ed the wedding of her daughter, Miss ,. .
country
sports
wear.
It
is
carried
EAST UNION
_____
.AE.ienorl .._____ __________ s____ si srin___ z_ w-a_ W-.J_________
WW .
Falmouth, wno have been guests of brothers night last Friday evening out with long slim lines, elbow 47 North Main St.
109-tf
Christine w<_
Moore
returned Mary Wardwell Miller to Dr. Edward I WC 1S33.
Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
their cousin, Mrs. Wilbur Coombs re-» and as usual put it over the sisters sleeves and a high neck line. Skirt
PART of the Crockett Baby Shoo to
Mon-ay from tivo weeks visit In l. Evans. Dr. and Mrs. Evans will
let 393 MAIN 8T.
111-tf
The Farm Bureau met in Grange turned Saturday to their homes.
good and plenty. What they lacked
Boston.
reside ln Frost, Texas.
dining hall last TTiday with
in
j2ij0tt Hall has returned from i in some things was generously made fulness is achieved through invert*
FURNISHED apartment to let at 566
Friends of Miss Helen Killeran j^i Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of Town Will Remain Dry
ed
side
front
pleats.
Main
St.,
heated,
rent
reasonable
In
attendance.
The subject.
Know a
her aunt Mrs Julia Lyons 1 up in others and the way the officers
pleasantly surprised her at her new ,bp qwjjj tender a reception
quire ALBERT PETERCuN, at FullerDespite Return
of Beer
_
„
,,
,
.
Your
Groceries,"
was
well
demonin
Augus
t
a
.
Mr.
Hall
who
is
emwere
conducted
to
their
stations
was
Cobb-Davls.
118-tf
home on Mam street Monday eve24 to the department president,
Keene, Texas. Regardless of what stratcd by Miss Lawrence and one °f plcyed jn Whitefield also spent the surely comfortable and unique. Judning to celebrate her birthday. Thcr? L11Uan Lincoln of thls p]ace A11
WALDOBORO
the nation and state may do about our best meetings was held. Mrs. weei{end wRj, tbem
sOn Benner, dressed in coachman atwe: ? '.wo tables of cards, and picnic staU officers are lnylted
■?
K'Un",I!XS,
‘ >'»' »been brought repeal of the Eighteenth amend- Elizabeth Wentworth and Mrs Lottie q-de attractive begonia plant with tire, pushed the wheelbarrow which
Funeral
services
for
SanforcT
E.
ment, this town will repain dry. Wellman were in charge of the din j yellow flowers in full bloom displayed was padded with a handsome blanket, (
to thc Maine State Fish Hatchery at Keene is the home of Southwestern ner which proved a "square meal ior j jn thc window of the Electric Light and each oflicer rode in state. Cari Winchenbach, 65, prominent citizen
SruS‘tWra>te!.nc7S”“n »ad'c
......................... ... ................. .......... ...........
- $i
Junior college, an Institution sup- health.”
and Power Company is from the Wil- j Oray, Clifford Allen and Elbert Star- Winchenbach, 65, prominent citizen
up the gifts pre-er.ted. In th? com- Appleton Hatchery is being repaired ported by Seventh Day Adventists.
There was good attendance at the liam Gaston estate, on Crotch Island rett were Cores, Pomona and Flora. and road commissioner, were held at
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rork
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
panv were Glardys Doherty. Helen | Ladies of the t.-A R, will meet Fri- Qtlzens ore members of the Ad- Grange last Tuesday night, the y<
young There were 47 similar plants ln the j Carl and Elbert sure knew Just how
solicited. H C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
Ada Coleman, Leah Davis, i day evening, and the order will be in- venttst church and are pledged to people taking an active part in the galdens there
118-tf
to represent the sweet sixteens while the Methodist Church at South WalPegg’v ^Lak’man? Elma Elliot, Anita spected by Department Patriotic In
abstain from use of alcoholic drinks program
Mrs. Mary Brown and sons Phillip dear ol<L Lady Allen took her part to doboro Sunday afternoon, and were
PATCHWORK—Best quality percale
Merser and Annie Donaldson.
.‘tructor Bernice Jackson of Rock
clippings.
Bargain
Bundle,
postpaid
50c.
Mr and Mrs. C. M. Payson and Ro-,and Ernest of North Haven were re- perfection. Fred Lennox looked nifty largely attended. Mr. Winchenbach
Attractive package silk pieces. 50c post
The O E.S. Circle is sponsoring an- land. Refreshments will be served and tobacco.
land Paysonand‘family:moored Sum cent gucsts of Mr and Mrs
ln hls sleeveless dress as he took the was son of the late Jacob end Julia paid. Guaranteed. LAWSON TEXTILE
other card party in Masonic hall after the work. Members not sollcitday to South Windham wherc iiipy Thrown
' l*idv AAstat-Ant
CO.. 9 Aster St. Providence, R. I. 124*126
weUesLs of Mr. and Mrs Merton
d Mrs. Law-rence A.es^.X
£ mto thc hal, to
Wednesday evening. There will b? ed are asked to take sandwiches or
RUG AND KNITTINO YARNS for sale
attractive prizes, one for each cake.
Message Swindle
by manufacturer. Samples free H. A.
PayS
°
n
•
have
returned
from
Boston
£
he
,
“
**
/
lolln
P
‘
ayed
by
terested
ln
all
community
affairs.
BARTLETT.
Harmony. Me
123-134
table Auction, contract, 500 and Comique Theatre attractions for
Clara Fiske of Damariscotta is “rs; °ra Joncs1 and «rs Faus ina Brother Studiey and snare drum with He was a mcmber of K,ng so1()mon-s
Fools New Yorkers
pitch may be played. Th? ticke's are (be week: Tuesday, Jean Harlow in
HAND KNIT GARMENTS made to
(spending a few days with her nieces, Roberts were pleasantly surprised VernonMank at the end of the sticks. I,
p ArA M
He hart heen a order Instruction ln knitting and croonly 25 cents and playing begins at -Red Headed Woman;” Wednesday
New York.—A new swindle
After the program the sisters and X'wer for several years and h sur’ chestlng. Classes for beginners under the
Mrs. Mary Payson and Mrs. Edna Saturday evening by the following
7.30. Everyone cordially invited.
,and rnursday. Constance Bennett in
said to have cost dress manu
•direction of Mrs. Olson. Come up and
Kearly.
friends; Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane, visitors were Invited to the banauet
Triana
see the new silk and wool yarns for
The Beta Alpha Club met in the "Bed of Roses;" Friday, Loretta Young , facturers several thousands of
Mr and Mrs. C. O.Hoye of South Ml. and Mrs Frceman Roberts, Mr hall and served with lobster stew, Edgar a sister Miss Sarah Windhen- dresses and suits at the YARN SHOP.
Baptist vestry Monday evening with in "She Had To Say Yes;" Saturday, j
dollars ln the past few months
imfih TTr^ tvill/ were recen Im"
Ch°°T'
' madp by tB~thcr Oard^ and which bach of aomervffiT Mass•. ™d sev- 28 North Main St.
123*125
30 present. The time was spent double program with Tom Mix in
was revealed when a twenty-fourSPEAR S Cider Mill at West Warren Is
Smith of urkettvllle were recent Mrs Lercy A. Coombs, Mr. and Mrs could not be excelled by any sister.'rrai Br»nrirhilriren
socially. The next meeting will be "Flaming Guns," and "New Morals
In operation Tuesdays and Saturdays
year-old negro was held In Jeffer
guests of Mrs. May Robbins. Mrs. jE G. Carver. Mrs L. R Smith. Mrs The only thing thaa rerveri t.n marl
1 Srandcniiaren.
until further notice.
122*124
with Mrs. Minnie Newbert, and the For Old."
son Market court.
Alex Fuller and Mrs. Bliss Fuller also cranes chllles. Mrs. H. W. Fifleld. the evening was thi . the steward.
r-i Ani/ iot AMn
refreshment committee. In?z Libby. Raymond Pooler and son have re
AUTOMOBILE repairing
Open eve
The swindle was worked as
were callers at Mrs. Robbins home, cards featured the evening's enter-1 Donald Mank, and fatekeeper Wil-'
CLAKIn IdLAInD
nings and Sunday. Slmonlzlng done
Emma Kalloch, Addie Jones, Georgie turned to Portland after a few days
follows: A manufacturer*would
reasonably. O. L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
C. E. Wellman has recently had a tainment and buffet lunch was j liam Gracie didn't get so long a ride
Thorndike.
St.
Tel. 233-J.
123*125-tf
In Camden They were accompanied
receive a telephone call, appar
Mrs. Harriet Milquest is employed
furnace installed.
served.
] as the others.
NEW CIDER pressed fresh every day.
by Mrs. A. T. Newhall who will visit
ently from a Jobber, ordering sev
The young people of this place at
(at
John
Meehan
&
Sons
boarding
Mrs. Margaret
___
„___ Birnle, ___
Mrs.____
Eva I____________________________
MAPLE CREST FARM, Warren. Me
Mrs. Loretta Smith
In that city.
eral dresses. The call would
house.
tended Union High School social and smith. Mrs. Eila Ames and C Meser- I
120-125
The funeral of Mrs. Loretta Smith. Mrs. H. W. Libbey has returned
say a messenger would call to
Sunday school begins now at 2.15
report a fine time.
'vey Ames spent Saturday at North
CIDER MILL running every day. Make
84. who died in Cushing Tuesday, was , from Melrose, Mass., where she was 1
p. m. instead of 10 a. m., Christian lt while you wait Right on state road.
accept them. After the mes
Mrs. F S. Gould who has been Haven calling on relatives and
Clean and sanitary SEA VIEW FILLheld Friday at the funeral home of called by the death of a friend.
spending the week at her home herp , friends.
Endeavor at 6 p.. m.
senger had taken the goods away
INO STATION. Camden. Me. Tel. 2580.
Stanley R. Cushing, Rev. Mr. Lewis oi
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Knight are | the manufacturer would leura
1 There will be a service Thursday
has returned to Dixfield to be with i
Valois Commandery, K.T, will
119*124
Friendship officiating. The bear rs spending a few days ln Boston and
Parcel Delivery
night at 7.30 p. m. Rev. Mr. Barton
her son.
| Work the Red Cross and Malta de- 1
the call had been faked.
KEY8! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
were Willis Bessey. Lemuel Miller, vicinity.
and Mrs. Barton of Tenant's Harbor Order. Keys made to fit locks when
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts at- , gree, Friday night on one candidate. [
original keys are lost. House. Office or
Maynard Wentworth. Interment was
Mts. S. B. Haskell is in a Boston
will be here. Everybody welcolW.
tended Topsham Fair Wednesday.
J ' Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Smith and 1
Car. Code books provide keys for all
Family Washing*
ln Friendship.
Hospital for observation.
William Caven, our mail 'carrier, is locks without bother. St’lssors and
V. A. Torrey of Camden spent the Mrs. Margaret Birnie have been '
Bed bugs, at least 20,000, were past week here with his son Ralph.
Mrs. Smith is survived by a daughKnives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
Called For and Delivered
driving a new truck.
spending the past two weeks at Silver
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE "CO-,
ter Mrs. Willis Besse; of Friendship,'
"gassed" within three hours at the_______________________________ Birch Camp at the Ames Farm.
Barge 707 is loading paving from 408
Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
four sons. Oliver. Sidney. Judson and
poultry plant of W W. and R. S.
_
John
Meehan
&
Sons.
____________
118-tf
Atlantic
Royal
Arch
Chapter
will
John, and a brother Larry Smith of
Pike. Cornish. York County, recently blooded animals, but docs not injur?
be
inspected
Thursday
night
on
the
Waldoboro. Mrs. Smith led a busy
in a demonstration supervised by' warm blooded ones. Bed bugs have
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
life For 30 years she had day em
Raymond H. Lovejoy, county agent.' used the Pike hen house for a dwell- Mark degree by D. D. Grand High
TeL 106-R
home
news, at the Old South News
Priest
J.
E.
Stevens
of
Rockland.
ployment In Thomaston families,
Using an electric vaporizer. Mr. Love- ing for about five y?ars. but they
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
joy administered an insecticide which ( quickly succumbed, a?; would all other A steak supper was served at the
walking to and from her home m
Church: also at M. Andeiman’a. 284
Tremont St.
is extremely poisonous to ail cold imects, to the new control method. Ames Farm Thursday si;ht to the
Cushing.
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OCl ETY.
Mroi Oardiner French entertained
the W.I.N. Club Thursday at a Hal
loween party. Decorations ln keep
ing with the season graced the tables
Honors in bridge were won by Mrs.
John M. Richardson. Mrs. Charles
Schofield and Mrs. Carl E. Freeman.

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart-,
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ...... ....................... 770 or 794

Men “In the know"
of fashion will
approve the smart
lines of these
shoes.

Mrs. Henry V. Lurvey has as a i
guest her mother, Mrs. Amos DolliMrs. Harvey Pease and son Alan
ver. of Southwest Harbor. Mr. Dolli-1 apd Miss Nina Davis, of Wiscasset
ver has also been visiting his daugh were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ter, but returned home Saturday.
tS. D Crosby, at The Highlands.

Mrs. Lillian Farrell of Boston ls | Misses Henrietta Libby and Lois
the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Minnie . Libby have been spending a week's
Miles, Ocean street.
vacation with Mrs. S. J. Baker in
Boston. They were accompanied by
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood as director of Mrs. George Avery and J. Warren
the ninth district of the Maine Fed Davis.
eration of Women's Clubs was honor
guest at a luncheon and reception ! H. M. Benner of Boston is visiting
given Friday by the Winterport Wom ' Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Maxey at Olenan’s Clubs. Today she goes to be cove for two weeks.
honor guest at a meeting of the
Friends-in-Council of Camden at ; The Methebesec Club opens its sea
son Friday afternoon, at the home of
Coleman's pond.
! Mrs. Annie Stevens, Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Willis Hopkins of Melrose, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood will present a
Mass., has been calling on relatives report of the recent convention of
and friends in Rockland and vicinity. ' thc Maine Federation of Women’s
Mrs. Hopkins was formerly Miss Ann [Clubs, and prefacing the season's
'study on Russia. Miss Caroline Jame
Grant of Vinalhaven.
son, chairman of thc program com
Mrs. Charles Wilson of West Palm mittee, will tell “Why We Should
Beach, Fla . who is the guest of Mr. Study Russia." The music feature
and Mrs. H W. Thorndike, has been will be solos by Miss Adelaide E.
Cross, as guest artist.
spending a few days ln Belfast.
____
Mrs. Elizabeth Swett who has been
Mrs. Minnie Rogers was tendered
a birthday surprise party Thursday at her summer home in Surry for
evening, through the planning of her (several weeks has been guest for a
daughters. Misses Eva, Ruth and [few days of Mrs. Frances Davis, RanMadlene Rogers. Honors at cards jkln street, returning Saturday to
were won by Mrs. Harold Horrocks. ’Allston. Mass.
Mrs. Earle MacWilllams. Mrs. Henry
The summer season at Dark HarV. Lurvey, and Mrs. Frank Davis of
Winter Harbor. Other guests were , bor is practically at an end. Among
Mrs. Oeorge E. Dunton. Mrs. Wesley the last to leave were Mr. and Mrs
Thurston, Mrs. Chauncey Keene. Mrs. ) Charles Dana Gibson and Mr. and
L. N. Benner, Mrs. R. E. Philbrick. Mrs. Oeorge Tiffany.
Miss Winifred Coughlin and Mrs
Mrs. Karl Lotz was called home
Maynard Marston.
from Weymouh, Mass., by the 111Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lewis and ' ness and death of her father, R. H.
Miller. 41 Holmes street.
Mrs. William Imlach leave by motor
tomorrow for Monson. Mass. where
Mr. and Mrs- Carl R. Snow and
they will visit Mrs. Lewis' and Mrs. daughter Qarlene of Portland were
Imlach's brother, Oeorge McConchie. weekend guests of Mrs. William A
until Saturday, going then to Rich Griffin, Berkeley street.
mond Hill, Long Island. N. Y„ to be
guests of James McConchie; for two
Miss Frances Welch of Belfast is
weeks.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Mary E.
Messer, for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge W. Oilman
The Woman’s Missionary Society
and son of Brunswick were in the
city Thursday. Mr Oilman Was here of Littlefield Memorial Church will
meet Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock
cn business for the Maine Central.
with Mrs. Pri: cilia Richardson, RockMr. and Mrs. Charles W. Morton ] land street.
and Mrs. Donald Chapman motored
Mr and Mrs. Cedric Holloway ol
to Portland Saturday.
Lincolnville Centre have returned
Mr. and Mrs. George Avery left from a week's trip through the
yesterday for a week's motor trip White Mountains. They made theirheadquarters at the Bear Camp
through Eastern Maine and the Can Farm. West Ossipee, of which Mars
adian Provincas.
ton W. Woodman formerly of Rock
land ls proprietor. -Mr. and Mrs
Mrs M. F. Lovejoy, Misses Rose Holloway were much pleased with
Whitmore and Bernadette Snow, and the homo atmosphere at tha’. estab
Oraham Hills, motored to Orono Fri lishment and have no hesitation
day, cn their return being accom about recommending Bear Camp
panied by Miss Avis Lovejoy who Farm <o friends traveling in that
came to spend the weekend.
locality.
Miss Hilda Ocorge who has been
spending several weeks at her Thomaston home left Saturday for Boston. whence she continues to Honolulu where she is engaged in public
welfare work.

Mr. and Mrs W, O. Fuller art
[ spending thc week In Bos'.in
[
------Mrs. Harriet Jones returned Thurs' day Irom a visit with relatives in
. Vinalhaven.

Miss Helen Carr conducted the Tne Diligent Dames meet Friday
lesson at the meeting of the Speech ' at 12.30 at the tome pf Miss Char
Readers Club Thursday afternoon. lotte Buffum, for luncheon an J sewA special observance of Cokimbus 1 ing.
Day was made.
Mrs. Sherwood Williams 1s 111 with
tonsilitls at her home on Cedar street.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard and
Mr. and Mrs. O. L. St. Clair were
Mrs. Lester Shiblcs’had as Sunday
guests for the weekend of Mr. and guests Mrs. B. E. Plummer and three
Mrs. Irving Pettengill at Freeport. | children of Orono.
They were entertained at cards Sat
urday night, and on Sunday were
Circle supper will be served by the
joined by Austin St. Clair and family 1 Universallst ladles tomorrow at 6
of Westbrook.
I o'clock.

Mr. and Mrs, Milton Griffin and
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lester Sherman
and Miss Mary Wyllie motored to [ daughter and Mrs. A E. Orff and
daughter Barbara motored to Port
Dixmont Hills Sunday.
land Sunday, the Griffins to visit
Miss Mabel Pillsbury returned Miss Katherine Snow who is training
Sunday from a few days' visit with at St. Barnabas Hospital, and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles L. Cragin, ln Orff and Barbara to visit Mrs Ortf's
sister. Vena, who Is ill at her home in
Portland.
Portland.
Mrs. H. D. Ames who has been
Tyler M. Ccombs has returned from
rpending lhc summer in this vicinity,
and 'who has been guest of Mr. and a visit with his daughter, Mrs. Sidney
Mrs. J. Lester Sherman for the past Winslow to Vinalhaven.
few days, returned to Brockton, yes
Mrs. Harrie*. A. Buker is today
terday. She was accompanied by observing her 90th birthday at her
Mrs. Ralph L. Smith who will visit home on upper Camden street, where
in Boston and vicinity for a week or she will be glad to receive her friends.
10 days.
Mrs. Buker has lived alone this sum
mer and aside from impaired eye
Mrs. Harriet Silsby Frost was sight. 1s smart and well, taking much
hostess tc the Breakfast Bridge Club interest in all that. Is going on and
yesterday at the Copper Kettle.
much enjoying her radio. Through
the kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Kar!
Stuart Davis of Bowdoin College Packard, she attended Llmerock
was a guest for the weekend of his Valley Pomona Grange at South
aunt, Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Joining his Thomaston Saturday.
mother. Mrs. Frank Davis of Win
ter Harbor, there.

rhe Browne Club met Friday eveig at the home of Mrs. Charles
litmore, and these officers were
cted: President, Miss Crvstol Camin; vice president. Miss Edith Bick11; secretary. Miss Mabel Stover;
asurer. Miss Katherine Keating,
re-e'ectiors. Chairman of work
nmittee, Mrs. Whitmore; quilts,
s. Eva Green; missionary sewing,
s. Adelaide Kilton; white cross
rk, Mrs Helen Knowlton; calling,
ss Thelma Russell and Mrs I.
wton Bray. Two new members
re announced—Miss Edna Gregr and Mrs. Forrest Higgins. The
Ivlties for the summer as reported
ituded gifts of 12 pairs of stockings,
'eral dishes, fruit, two pairs shoes,
miscellaneous garments and 35
arts of milk. Thirty-one calls
re also made. The next meeting
11 be Friday evening at Mrs. Whitire's home, with Mrs. Marjor.e
Idden as hostess.

and
They may be
chosen in
blown or tlark
calfskin. Built
for comfort
and service.

STEAMSHIP LINES

Callings from

^ROCKLAND
for BANGOR
Tues., Thurs., SaL,

5.00 A. M.

for BOSTON
Tues., Thurs., Sat.,
8.00 P. M.

for BAR IIARI OR
Tues., Thurs., Sat,
5.15 A. M.
for BROOKLIN
Mon., Wed., Frl.,
7.30 A. M.

FARES GREATLY KEDUCED

$0.00

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

RAZORVILLE
Mr. and Mrs EJw. Jones have re
turned from a trip to Sabattus.
Mr and Mrs. Old. Hallowell arc i
visiting their sister Mrs. < leorgia |
Bowman.
Mrs. Gertie Turner of Augusta is
visiting friends on the mountain.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert visit
ed in Augusta recently.
Mrs. Edith Overlock was a visitor
in Union Sunday.
Eugene Cunningham of South Jef
ferson were at Charles Vanner’s last

Mrs Minr.ie Crozier, Mrs. Mabel
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blanche of
Thorndike. Mrs. Alfred Church and Augusta were weekend guests of Mr.
„
Kharmmn nt
Ui«
pn,,»w.ih
Urnodnn
i.n
Rnnd.v
a
nd
Mrs Jasper Rawley.
| Hart) Kharmann of Malden spent
Miss Elizabeth Breadon left Sunday
j the weekend at his home here and
for a motor trip to St. John. N. B,
was calling on friends.
expecting to return Friday.
News has been received here of the
Sanford Jones Jr. recently visited
death
of J=n
Emma to
Fiances,
wife
of [>*
-ry
B.
Ixfaanon,
N.
H.
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
Charles Clark of Hyde Park, Mass,
Peter's Church meets Thursday eve The deceased had been a frequent
ning at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. T. J. summer visitor to Rockland and visited his mother Mrs. Carrie Clark
last week, coming with his cousin
Foley, Willow street.
vicinity.
Catherine Bowler of Cambridge, Mass
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Morse had as
The next meeting of Lady Knox and Palermo.
Mrs. Strout and Mrs. Williams of
recent guests Mr and Mrs. Douglas Chapter, D.A.R.. is to be a joint one
Fuller (Margaret Thomas) of Gardi with Oen. Knox Chapter, and ls to be Beverly, Mass., are holding meetings
ner.
held at "Montpelier” at 3 p. m. Mon at the chapel at Stickney's Corner.
Mrs. Burnell Overlook and son
day, Nov. 6. Hon. Edward C Moran
Miss Saxon Lurvey had as a guest Jr., is to be a guest speaker. Mrs. 'Vincent spent the day with Mr. and
for the weekend her classmate at Victor A. Binford, vice regent of the ! Mrs Charles Overlook Saturday.
Co by College last year. Miss Kath Maine Society of the Daughters of ’ Mr and Mrs Fred Scott of Waldothe American Revolution, will also boro were callers on friends here last
erine Harvey of Waterville.
week
speak.
Sanford Jones attended the fair at
Carl H Sonn'.ag left Thursday to
Mrs. Howard Waltz has returned Top-ham with his nephew Perley
Join Mrs. Sonr.tag ln Sandusky. Ohio,
Jones of Portland, and reports a fine
where she has been visiting lelailvcs from a visit to Jefferson.
_____
time.
for several weeks They will attend
Mrs. Ida Jones spent Friday with
the World's Fair before icturntog
Mrs. Abbie Connors is confined to
[her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hank, I
home.
her home by illness.
' Efancy and also gathered apples
Mrs. Abbie Stiles was the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper have re while there.
Frost touched the flowers in the I
guest of Miss Muriel Hall, in Augusta. turned from Boston where they visit
ed Mrs. Cooper's sister, Mrs. L. F. gardens on the Ridge Saturday night
for the first time this season.
The Thimble Club had picnic sup Young.
per last night with Mrs. E. E. Stod
dard.
Mrs. H H. Stickney and daughters
LIBERTY
Rebecca and Ann, of Belmont. Mass,
There will be circle supper at the who come summers to Crawford Lake.
Miss Elen F. Hunt. Miss K. C.
Methodist vestry tomorrow at 6 sailed Saturday on the Italian liner Walker, Miss Madge Walker with
o'clock. Mrs. Ella Lurvey as chairman Rex for Italy, where they will spend Miss Grassel. Miss Whelan and Roy
will be assisted by Mrs. Minnie Rog the winter in Florence, the Misses i Cxton left town Monday for their
ers. Mrs. L. N. Litllehale, Mrs. Annie Stickney attending school there. The winter heme ln Pasadena.’Calif,
Ludwick. Miss Faith Lurvey. Miss school, a private institution, is conOn account of Illness C. H. WellingEva Rogers. Mrs. Grace Lurvey and ducted to a former palace. Special ton has returned from Dexter where
Mrs. Annie Hanscom.
attention ts given in French and he was employed.
Italian.:
I The Farm Bureau met Oct. 11 with
Mrs. Nina Gregory entertained a
------Mrs. Charles Norton. Owing to a
fa7nily party af. her home at QlenMr. and Mrs. Vesper Packard en- j misunderstanding about material the
coye Sunday. Among the guests were tertained a picnic party Sunday at [subject. “Chrtstmas Suggestions" was
Mr. and Mrs. E Foster Fales and Hewett's Island.
not taken up. A balanced meal was
family. Kenneth Fales of Portland.
-----served.
•
Miss Ethel L. Poster of Center Har
Mrs. Arthur Taylor who has been
Mrs A j gkidmore and Mrs. Walbor. N. H.. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C
■s, Mrs
William v.
Kicnnras ano
KnOWltOn are the P°«*“ors of
Fales.
Mrs. William
C. Richards
and ,“tankto7twt' UH vwterdTy fw
son of Thomaston and Stanley Orcgs£*‘' SLntoa a riiort
beautiful hardy roses ln fu»
ory of Rockland.
I tfs in HolyokMaS
’
bIoom' SOmethlnK
rare at this
_____
, visit in hoijone. Mass.
|season of the year
year.
Mrs. Maynard Greenlaw of North
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Rowell of Thom...
, . .
__ I Mrs. Edith Currier of Augusta reHaven spent the weekend in the city. turned ycsterday after a weeks vlsit
weilinwten
n
Mrs. Inez Conant returned to wlth Mr and Mrs- Wallace M. Little. reau food icader and MLSSrn^oida
Vinalhaven Friday after visiting Mr.
Mrs A v Patterson wh h
Boynton attended the training class
and Mrs. Orrin Smith.
|v,E,ttng hcr daughter Mrs char]es to Belfast Oct. 14. subject. "Hot
Mrs. Clyde McCann and Mrs.
"turned to Vinalhaven
a7d
D^o Wl]ley and
Christine Lanigan and son of Water- *
_____
daughter of Camden were recent
ville were weekend guests of Mrs. S.
Mrs Ne„lp McKay attpndpd
rp guests at the Burkill home With
^rs' Russc’ B l" cent State Missionary convention to them was CaPl Lane Thorndike, for
lett at Tne Highlands.
Portland.
| many years a follower of the sea now
------------retired ,aged 89.
John Wood of Por«and has been
Vrs- J«mes Burkill and Mrs. Carol
Wa. hlngton, D C with the family o. gu?£t of hLs
Mrs char]fs ubpy Banks were recent vLsltors in Bangor
Commander William Justice Lee. reJ and Augusta
turned to her home to Winslow's | Mlss Eleanor Griffith has returned '
- ----------------Mills Friday, due to ill health.
I from ten days' visit with friends to I
SOUTH WARRr M
------Rockport and Camden
caimac-ix
Home from Farmington Normal
_____
'
Mrs.
Bertha
Leadbetter
was the
School for the weekend were Carol
Miss Agnes Murphy is back at
Gardner. Alice Cay. Mildred Sweeney. Ser.ter Crane's store after an absence guest of Mrs. Orace Burkett In
Thomaston, Friday
Ruth Barter, Beulah Crockett and due to illr.ess.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E Bucklin, Eva
Charlotte Dyer.
Miss Anne McLaughlin had as (Bucklin and Walter Delano returned
Miss Margaret Hellier motored to guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Sunday night from a trip to Canada.
Capt. Allie Demuth is on a business
Portland Saturday in company withJ. Palzer of New York. Mrs. Palzer
Mrs. John Creighton, son John and is Miss McLaughlin’s niece, Virginia trip to Florida.
A surprise party was given Ken
daughter Katherine, Miss Margaret McLoon, whose marriage to Mr. Pal
zer took piaee in Portland Saturday. neth Fales last Wednesday evening
T.uggles and Miss Rita C. Smith.
She has been with the medical center when 12 of his friends walked into his
Friday, thc 13th, was not a day of In New Jersey, and Mr. Palzer is an house unannounced. It was a com
ill luck for Mrs. Eliza Plummer whose attorney tn New York. They returned plete surprise to Kenneth who was
Birthday on that date was observed to New York Sunday night and are to stricken nearly dumb. A bountiful
in a happy way. Mrs. Plummer was reside In Douglaston, L. I. They were lunch was spread on an attractively
honor guest at a chicken dinner at accompanied here by Mr. and Mrs decorated dining table, and he was
the home of fer father, Capt. H. R John D. Purdy (Louise McLoon) of also the recipient of several gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lermond of
Huntley, other guests being Mrs. Lula Portland.
Newcastle were weekend guests at
McCrea and daughter Margaret,
George Lermond's.
Norma Seavey and Martha Seavey
ROCKVILLE
The centerpiece was a bouquet of
The first and second degrees were
Brainerd Thurston, who held a conferred on one candidate at the
carnations which had been sent Capt.
Huntley by Ruth Mayhew Tent. At summer pastorate to South Waldo- grange last Thursday evening fol
night Mrs. Plummer entertained at boio and adjoining towns, preached lowed by a program consisting of
dinner, hcr guests being members of [at ,he Rockville Church last Sunday quotations from the Bible, readings
a club back in former years—Miss an<* reorganized thc church school. and questions in regard to the gar
Maud Marsh, Mrs. Velma Marsh. Mrs. [This is thc first preaching service dens of 1933. The third and fourth
Ida Huntley and Mrs. Adelma Mullen. ar)d Sunday school held here since degrees will be conferred next Thurs
Other guests were Mrs. Bertha Hig- l'a-st spring. Mrs. Annie Thurston is day.
gins and Mrs. Doris Ames. The eve- [ taking charge of the young people's The Orange Circle will meet for an
ning was spent to sewing. The clubiwork and the story telling at the all-day session Wednesday with Mrs.
member's gave Mrs. Plummer a birth- [preaching service. Mr. Thurston is Olive Fales.
day cake, and the day brought forth a resident of Rockville and taking a
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Counce of New
many gifts and remembrances from ' P°st graduate course in Rockport castle were at Mrs. W. O. Counce's
Saturday.
relatives and frieuds.
High School.

EASTERN I

four worn tires are worth money For rcs’ervations apply
exchange for r.ew Firestones at
ROCKLAND WHARF
eproof Garage. Day or night.
123-125 & 128-130

$5.00

Mr. and Mrs John Aspinwall left
last Saturday by motor for their
home m Newburgh, N. Y.
Mrs. S. S. Weber and daughter
Jane, who have been spending the
summer on Cow Island, returned to
i Philadelphia Saturday.
| Mr. and Mrs Thomas Carter and
son Hartwell were in Owl's Head Fri
day.
j A whist party was held at the home
of M. L. Shuman Saturday evening.
Francis Studley spent the week
end in Farmington.
>
I Mrs Edith Eugley of Waldoboro
[spent last Wednesday with her daughter Mrs. Ralph Oenthner.
I Miss Alberta Prior visited Monday
j with her brother at Muscongus.
I Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Genthner and
-children were Round Pond visitors
Sunday.
[ Mr. and Mrs. Bill McIntyre and
daughter of Brockton, Mass., spent'
j the weekend with Mrs. McIntyre’s
grandfather, Alfred Simmons.
! Mr and Mrs. Cox and Mr. Aulall
, of New Jersey are guests at "SumI mer's Nest."
1 Mrs. Hazel Benner is spending a
few weeks with her sisttfr in Rocklland.
Mrs. R. W. Prior and children 1
[Courtland and Harland who have
been visiting her parents in Washing
ton returned home Friday.
' Mr and Mrs. Maurice Chadwick of
Friendship spent Sunday with her
1 parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
' Prior on Long Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Munsey of
I Bath were guests of Clara Collamore
[on Long Island Saturday.
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Let's know the truth
about MOTORS
31

OT

No other car with
a V-8 motor sells

for less than $2245
Every world speed record—oo ihe water, ia the air, on the road—ia held by a V-type motor.

------- The trend is unmistakably to the V-type motor--------

All but one of America's highest-priced cars are powered with V-type
motors . . . The Ford V-8 uses no more fuel than a 4 or 6 cylinder car
... 18 to 20 miles per gallon of gas’ . . . more power than any car in the
low-price field (75 H. P.) . . . more power per pound
of weight than any car under $4825 . . . aluminum
cylinder heads add 10 extra horse power . .. V-8 com
pactness provides greater fuel economy . .. The Ford
V-8 is the most economical fast car on the road.
• Maximum of 72. S3 milfsptr gallon in lOOO-mllttrtnti) rnnstprrviirdbylbe American AnlomobiltAsseKution

Its V-8 motor puts the Ford
out in front, not only in its
price class but throughout the
entire price range up to $2245.
The Ford brings V-8 power
within reach of the average
family.
The V-8 motor is more effi
cient than a six or a straight
eight. Its two short banks of
cylinders mean
even distribu
tion of fuel . . .
greater effi
ciency . . . more
power with eco-

f
I

nomy. The short crankshaft
adds strength—eliminating vi
bration. The aluminum cylinder
heads permit sustained high
speed without overheating. The
V-8 motor delivers a surplus of
smoothly flowing power for
pick-up to 60 in second . . . for
ease of handling and safety at
all speeds . . . for 80 miles an
hour if you want to drive that
fast.
Why be satisfied with less than
8 cylinders and V-8 efficiency.
Spend thoughtfully. Buy the
car of tomorrow now—the
Ford V-8.

Tbit it one of a teriet of Ford V-8 adterlitemenlt

Y

sponsored by your local New England Ford Dealer. }

ASK YOUR LOCAL FORD DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION

ster of Rockland were callers Sunday Mrs Olive Dyer of Belfast spent
the weekend with her parents Mr
[on Mrs. A. L. Marriner.
GORHAM NORMAL
and Mrs. Albert Marriner.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Marriner and
Charles Heald ls repairing hls
(By Edna Delaney)
son Glltxrt of Camden visited Mr. buildings.
and Mrs. Leslie Marriner Sunday.
Irvin Eustis and daughter of Bel
Albert Marriner is ln Monson and fast were recently callers at C. E.
The Shakespearean Players under
the direction cf James Hendrickson nas employment there.
Oelo's.
and Claire Bruce recently presented
two Shakespearean plays to Rpsscll
hall. In “The Merchant of Venice'1
Bassanlo was played by James Hen
drickson while C'.alre Bruce was
charming as Portia. Thc outstand
ing member of the cast was Frank
Howland who appeared as Shylock.
In ' Hamlet" tht leads were again
taken by James Hendrickson and
Ciaire Bruce.
The civic committee, of which
Earl-3 A;horn of Rockport is a mem
ber. Ls making plans for the annual
suoerintendentv' day, which ls to be
held Nov. 9.
Thursday night, the East hall dining
room was the rcene of the annual
Lambda Pi Sigma banquet for all old
members and pledge
members
Forest Wardwell of Castine was
among those present.
The first dance of the year was
held Saturday night to Center. It
was sponsored by the Massachusetts
Club which consists of all students
from Massachusetts. Fall decora
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
tions were used and an enjoyable
PHONE ROCKLAND 115
time was had by all.
Thc Girls' Athletic Association
have Just completed plans for their
tournament to be held tn the future.
The week of October 10 has been as
signed ■*.•) tennis; Oct. 17 to arch
ery; and Oct 24 to hockey. Members
of this 1 association are Mary Stockbridge and Anita Oatti. Rockland;
WEDNESDAY
Helen Stone, Camden; and Kathererine True. Hop?.
ZANE GREY'S
The Normal School Orchestra vs
now planning for superintendent.-.'
day at which time they will play sev
eral selections Helen Stone of Cam
den is a member.
Th? Dramatic Club recently chose
If you craze brist'tog action
. smashing conflict
a committee to make plans for a dra
. . . and thundering drama . . here’s the thrill
matic presentation to be given super
you've been awaiting
intendents' day. Serving on it ls
With
Mary Stockbridge of Rockland. Su
perintendents' day has also set the
GEORGE O’BRIEN, CLARE TREVOR
Girls Olc? Club to work. It Is prac
ticing several numbers. Mary StockSPECIAL CHILDREN'S MATINEE AT 4.01) O'CLOCK
bridge and Helen Stone belong to
ADMISSION 10 CENTS
this club.
The editorial rtaff of the Oracle
THURSDAY
which is the school paper, has been
selected. Among the Juniors selected
Reekie sls Helen S one. This paper Is Issued
This charmer who loves any
four times a term.
The hou-e committee is making
man with a fat cheek book . . .
plans for a Halloween party.
and not afflicted with writer's
Among those who spent the week
cramp!
end at the homes ot their parents
are Mary Stockbridge, Anita Gatti
and H-Jlen Stone.
The Alpha Lambda Beta fraternity
have made its selection of new mem
bers for 11C coming year. Earle
With
Achorn is cne of the pledge mem
bers.
MADGE EVANS, ALICE BRADY

SOCONY

RANGE OIL
for oil ranges

CLEAN
PROMPT
BURNING
DELIVERY
ECONOMICAL

“LIFE IN THE RAW”

“BEAUTY FOR SALE”
PHILLIPS HOLMES

EAST SEARSMONT
Mrs. James Dinsmore of Branch
Mills, was a recent caller on Mrs.
Mary Burgess and Mrs. Abbie Marri
ner.
Mrs Hazel Robinson and son of
Rockport were visited Mrs. Hattie
Marriner last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hunt of
Searsmont were callers Sunday on
their coutto Clara Oelc.
Mr. and Mrs. Jaines Burgess and
son and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Web

NOW PLAYING
"THE TORCH SINGER"
with CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Shows 2-00
6-30 & 8-30

Cont. Wed. Sat.
2-00 to 10-30

F vArv-Otlipr-DaV
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COMMUNI1Y CHEST

“Speaking Threads” Linked With Radio

i This Campaign Is To Raise
$3000 By Voluntary Sub

scriptions

WHICH ONE WOULD YOU
PREFER
♦ TO WEAR?

Rockland's Community Chest ls en
gaged ln a canvass to raise $3000 for
the help of the Home for Aged Wom
en and to retain here the service of ■
the Red Cross, which without this
Immediate help must be withdrawn which nould be a calamity, ln par
ticular to the less fortunate classes ot.
the city.
The following contributions have
been received Others may be sent
either to the Chamber of Commerce
or to this paper. Checks si>ould be
made payable to Community Chest
Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb...... $ 25.00
Leroy Chatto .............................. 1 00
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett.... 10 00!
W. S. Rounds ............................ 500
Miss Addie Rogers ...............— 100 1
Miss Kate Wendell ................... 5 00:
Mrs W W. Gregory_________ 800
Edna Oregory ____________ — 2.00
Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post,
V. F. W. ____ __ __________ 50b
Carrie E. Brainerd ---------- ........ 10.00
Evelyn M Hix -------------------- 25 00
Dr. A. W. Foss _____________ 10.00 J
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ayer ------ 1000
Mrs. Sadie Dennison ..............- 100
Mr. and Mrs. W O. Fuller — 10.00
COLLAR ATTACHID SHIRT -j ZX »
COLLAI ATTACHBO $HIRT qx-x
Pre shrunk flit color broadcloth of long I
Central Maine Power Co......... 50.00 !
Prr-thniek fnt color broidckxhoGong
tuple coiion yarn. Six-buiion (rom. -L«“ .S
staple cotton ysro. Six-bution front.
E. L. Toner —----------------- — 5 00
Miss Ellen Daly ----------------- 10 00!
Caroline Jameson —.................. 10 00
Here is another shirt...manufactured under the Code of
This shirt, and tens of thousands like it, were made
A Friend ---------------------------- 2 00
the NR A. Looks just like the other onc, but it’s different.
and sold just a few months ago when the country was
5.09
F W Fuller ........................
Mr and Mrs. E. F.‘ Glover ........ 10.00
□ot as sound as it is today.
EEDLECRAFT, an ancient art, closely resembles tapestry. It Is in France some years before the En
25.00!
Senter Crane Co..................
True, the cotton is thc same, the machine-made material
has been interwoven with one of worked on fine canvas with either glish began to use it extensively. The
British called it tent-stitqh and it be
Mr. and Mrs. H A. Buffum ...... 25 00 '
yarn or silk and made in half a crosa
the scientific marvels of the present
stitch. The design is first painted on came very popular during Queen Elis
is the same, BUT............. the workers now receive at
The man that grew the cotton for it lost money. His
2.00 |
Mrs Inttie Hall .................
age—radio.
canvas: then the various colors are abeth's time as a covering for finer
10 00!
Mrs. Ethel Forbes Harding. Seattle.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
E.
Eaton
....
MMM..
stitched-in to follow the picture pat chairs and other upholstery.
least ‘13 a week. Thc workmanship, however, is different.
cotton pickers were not paid with cash...they received
Washington, in a recent nation-wide tern.
England's Lady Leicester, in 1774, it
Elizabeth O Messer ..........
25 0. j
Westinghouse radio contest used one
Embroidery is the ornamentation of is said, worked a carpet by the light of
Girls that are now receiving a living wage do better
10.00!
canned goods and groceries so that they could eat and
of the rarest arts, petit point, to work textile fabrics and other materials a single candle. It required long and
Mrs. Lillian B. Mortland ....
out her prize winning answer. Her with needlework. The beginning of the tedious work and is probably the
5.00!
Dr. It. W. Frohock ............
"speaking threads'* told her story.
work than they did with hungry stomachs and with
have strength to work The workers in the mill where
art probably dates back to a very largest piece of petit point that has
1000
C H Duff ............................
In this contest the letters forming primitive stage in history, because ever been completed.
1000
the words in the slogan—Every House plain stitching must have been the
Mrs. Fred R. Spear ........—
fear in their hearts.
the cotton was spun into yarn and in the mill where thc
Prior to the Elizabethan period,
Needs Westinghouse—were used as stepping stone to decorative needle
petit point was used for cushions,
Rev. E. O. Kenyo n........—......... 5.00
the first letter of twenty-seven words work.
yarn was woven into fabric received starvation wages...’4
caskets and bags. Most important of
George B. Wendell, East Mil■which formed a twenty-seven word
From examples that survive in mu all pictorial panels were embroidered
Yes, it’s a different shirt. They will all tell you that...
advertisement on some Westinghouse seums in different parts of Europe it
5.00
ton, Mass
...................
and ‘5 a week. The girls that fashioned it into a shin tried
product. Mrs. Harding selected re is recorded that embroidery w as prac in petit point on a ground of fine
1.00
from the cotton picker to the one who sells it to you.
A Friend ______________
frigerators as her theme.
ticed by the Egyptians and Greeks brownish canvas.
Occasionally Aook covers were
to keep the wolf from the door with ’5 a week, and in
Her cozy little home rests on the centuries before the birth of Christ.
........ 5.00
Dr.
and
Mrs.
E.
B.
Howard
hillside near Alki beach, the landing
Thanks to N R A it is different................................ ... . .
People of most European countries w orked in petit point. They were done
5.00
Mtss Annie Frye .................
place of the first Seattle settlers
were interested in embroidery of some in floral motifs with beautiful blend
many
instances,
even
less.
Their
employer
lost
money.
ing colors. The background was usu
was born in Monticello. Illinois, in kind or other. Some of the most note
10.00
Izvttle C Rhodes
............. and not a single child labored in its making.
1886, of Scotch-English parentage. worthy contributions to this craft have ally worked with silver thread.
Cut-throat competition, together with curtailed buying
Mrs.
Charles
G.
Wells,
North
For
petit
point
subjects,
the
scene
Since leaving her home in the Mid been made by English, Italian. Ger
or series of scenes from el-ssical my
50 00
west she has lived in Alaska and in man, Austrian and French women.
Haven .............................
At ‘1.25, it is a real bargain, a sound bargain, sound for
power, forced the retailer to sell it at a price which
Seattle.
In England even before the twelfth thology, or from events in the Old
Great Atlantic So Pacific Tea
Mrs Harding's interests in sewing century the eraft had been a favored Testament were often depicted.
50 00
Rare petit point, stitched embroid
would attract you to buy it, but which netted him a loss.
your welfare and sound for the welfare of our country.
Co ........... ....................
were varied until five years ago when occupation of great ladies, though
an elo ... ■ oman from the Old World women of all ranks occupied their ery is still being imported from Eng
2
00
,
A
Friend
.......................
—
land, France, Germany and Austria.
showed her the secrets of petit point. spare hours at needlework.
Which one do you prefer to wear?
Mr ar.d Mrs. J. Lester Sherman 10 00
She was taught to work from charts
Queen Mary, of England, was However, even today it is practised
At
89
cents
it
was
a
bargain.
A
bargain
built
on
misery
only
by
very
few
people
and
will
prob

skilled
in
embroidery
and
during
her
and patterns and counted the stitches
1000
M’j» Marcia Farwell ........
see
Instead of employing the more con reign encouraged the ladies of her ably never become a large industry.
200
...distress...losses...and suffering,all along the line. A
Miss Edith Bicknell .........
Mrs. Harding's contribution, to the
ventional way of drawing the designs court to pass their idle time doing
Similar Encouraging Facts Could Be Pullishtd
Westinghouse radio contest proves
or having them stenciled on the can petit point.
500
Caroline O Carpenter ......
bargain
that
threatened
thc
very
structure
of
this
country.
vas.
Petit point, the French name by that no matter how old an art may be
Regarding Scora of Other Industries
_5 00
Frances Forchheimer .......
Petit point of all needlework most which it is best known, was practised —it's application is forever new.
25.00
Winifred S Ix»lghton
25.00
The white ant, we are told, lays . Disarmament means burying the | The new deal appears to be pretty E K I/eightnn ................
1.00
eighty-four thousand eggs a day . I hatchet and picking up an ax.— sound timber.—Boston Shoe and A Friend ...........................
Fortunately while ants don't cackle (Florida Times-Union.
iLeather Reporter.
3 00
Mimi Izena Miller .................
10 00
Mr. and Mrs E. L. Brown .
F. M. Kittredge .......... ............... 2.00
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg .......... 10.00
Mrs. Mary B. H. 8eaverns____ 5 00
Mr. and Mrs Henry Keating .... 5.00
Mrs. Ellen C. L. Clark ______ 4.00
Clinton H. Crane _________ 25 00
BITTER FOR THE NEEDY
velvets-feather-light and nattering. girdle and large pockets are impor
Mrs. Mary H. Wardwell .......... 10.00
NEW YORK STYLES
New York shops are showing them tant. These are shown in rose,
McDougall-Ladd Oo. . ..... ....... 15.00
French blue and amethyst.
Many million dollars worth of
F. D. Alden ............................... 500 Lower Heels Seen In New plain, ribbed, crinkled, transparent,
Very chic ir thc new rayon velvet butter will be distributed to the needy
striped, checked and coin-dotted.
No Name . ................................. 25.00
Shoes—Knitted Suits and For evening, there are new metal afternoon frock with drop shoulder, ln a new government effort to sim
Lawrence Portland Cement Co. 50.00
shot velvets and velvets with lames. high neck line and buttoned with ultaneously Improve unemployment re
Dresses Attract
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. White .... 10.00
The long-sleeved dinner gown is large composition buttons up the lief and lighten the surplus pressure
definitely in the mode and fast gain back.
cn prices. This surplus is estimated
Mr. and Mrs. C. W Sheldon .... 10.00
The trend in shoes for higher ing favor, as is the tunic and the new
Brandy brown, claret red. black at 100.000,000 pounds more than a
Mrs. Ella P Grimes .................. 1000
drop-shoulder line.
berry, hispano green, court blue, and year ago and 45.000.000 greater than
Mrs. E. D Spear ...................... 10.00 throat lines, roomier toes and lower
The plaid faille blouse as sponsored burgundy are some of the new shades the, last five years average. To
heels
is
making
not
only
(or
dis

Dr. P. B Adams ......... .............. 5.00
by Patou finds favor with the black featured ln the mode. But for day help bear thc cost, the farm admlnAndrew J. Peters ...................... 10.00 tinctive footwear style but for greater velvet suit.
time dressy occasions, there's noth 1. (ration Ls considering a one cent a
comfort,
which
is
always
essential
, Quilted rayon satin robes gener ing that takes the place of classic pound precessing tax on butterfat.
1 A Friend .................................... 1.00
This would raise about $30,000,000.
JOBS—Work.re cor- U
; Dr C. D. North ......................... 5.00 to smart style.' For the daytime suit ously cut with flattering revers, cord black.
•trueting huge zddi- I
or frock, the suede oxford with patent
The
Britt
Home
........................
15.00
tion to Axton-Fieh.r I
, Gwendolyn F. Rochester
25 00 leather or alligator trim is important.
tobacco plant In Louis- R
Black and brown lead in color im-1
villa, which has aided L
Cora F. Talbot ............ „............. 25.00 portance. with shades of brownish
employment, like their I
i Thimble Club ............................. 5.00
gray also favored. Theres a new :
jobe! Girle trom fae- H
E. E. Simmons ........ ............ ..... 2.00 three-eyelet satin oxford called the
tory give free packs ot I
Twenty Grand cigar- I
Mary E. Haines ......................... 5.00 "Cocktail" oxford, which is quite cor
ettes at lunch time, ■
, A Friend .................................... 25 00 rect for luncheons, matinees and I
Capacity of
FIRE—New extinguleher which
j John W. Burns ....................... 15.00 afternoon clothes generally. Also
plant will be
uses dry ice (solid carbon dioxide)
for dressier day wear, there are thc I
doubled.
exhibited at Safety Engineers Club
' Aldana F. Bicknell .................. 5.00 new higher-throated suede pumps, j
in Philadelphia. According to a
i Dudley Wolfe ........................... 50 00 Many of these new models feature
statement of the Michigan Alkali
Herbert W. Keep ..................... 500 the scuffless heel.
Co., largest makers of dry Ice in
As to heels, generally speaking, I
this country, the substance will find
Mrs. E. W. Berry . .................... 2.00
wide application in fire-fighting
they are lower
One smart new
j
Itooevlk
Club
.........................
5.00
equipment.
York shop ls featuring a modified I
Mr. and Mrs. M. E Wotton .... 1000 Continental, something of a merger 1
i Mrs. James Dononue ............
5 00 between the Chinese and the Con- i
IA Friend .................................. 5.00 tlnental. It has the stability of thc j
'Adrlel U. Bird .......................
25.00 Continental but is a little thtnner,
straighter and dressier. For even- [
A Friend .................................. 200 :ng wear, velvet is important, as is '
G Carl Cassens........................ 2.00 satin, each used alone, and also in ]
’ Hilda George ........................... 5.00 smart combinations with gold and I
URS—Fay Wray, glamorous motion picture
! Rev. Erskine Wright .............. 10.00 silver leathers.
ar, selected this silver muskrat fur coat tor
Knitted Clothes Important
! Lucy Glover ............................. 5.00
(ternoon and town wear. This it one of the
There's a new interest in knitted 1
egant fur coats being high lighted during Na; A Friend .................................. 10.00
onal Fur Week, Oct. 30 to Nov. 4. The wearing
John Oribbel ............................ 20.00 suits and dresses, including the oneI furs this year is a "Return to Elegance,"
dress, the two-piece and the 1
|
M B. Si C. O Perry .............. 75.00 j' piece
ccording to Paris dictates.
three- piece sports suit. There !
F. A. Thorndike .......... . ......... 10.00 j are new knitted tweed effects often
A tvpieal, unimproved rural road
presence of thc traffic marker
Mr. tfhd Mrs. H. O. Gurdy ....
5.00 I combining two colors, these often1
such aa thousand* of farmers are
graphically illustrates the surface
A Wei) Wisher ......................... 5.00 with matching scarf and hat. One j
still forced to depend en In trans
stability of thit modern. Improved
porting their products te market
Thursday Charity Club ......... 5.00 smart New York shop features a
rural highway.
knitwear tunic dress in Flate gray
J Mrs. Mabel Baldrlgc .............. 100.00 with unusual Chinese embroidery.
FTtHE contrast between the rutted
pected to give. The moisture**While rough knits are favored, par
"mad hole" road at the left and
talning quality of the soil ls among
Total lo date ....................$1,268.00 ticularly for campus and country
the smooth, hard-snrface highway
the most important factors. It is
at the right, pictures the whole
the presence of a moisture film be
To the man who can't see hls way wear, there are many exquisite
problem of adequate farm-to-market
tween the soil particles that holds
! clear to acceptance, the blanket code models in such smooth knitted ef
BEANS—Farmers should
roads.
them together and provides stabil
strive for quality as wellf
1 looks like a crazy quilt.—Wichita fects that they look like wool fabrics.
Strangely enough the solution of
ity. Tbe extent to which soils de
Large pockets and quantities of
as quantity, aaya A. A.
Eagle.
tbe problem of providing such im
velop moisture film cohesion is
wooden or composition buttons
Seyler, of Broward CounWATER — Colonel J.
proved roads to furnish the farmer
largely dependent upon the ma
ty, Florida, shown above
further distinguish some of the knit
Wrench, water purifica
with proper transportation facil
terials of which they are composed.
with prize beans. "OurPAPER FOLLOWS YOU
ted sweater ensembles. Particularly
tion expert of the In
ities between farm and market, has
ing the past season," ha
Increasing use of chemical ad
dustrial Chemical Co.,
striking
are
those
in
the
new
rust,
If
you
are
a
subscriber
tn
been aided by the "mud shake"
says, "in several of my
mixtures such as calcium chloride
says that water in
brown
and
henna
shades
with
but

The
Courier-Gazette
and
are
'fields I alternated rows
machine, employed in one of the
—a substance which when spread
American cities is the
tons for color accent.
—two rows with Agrloo
leaving horn* for any time, long
basic laboratory tests developed ln
on the road surface glows down
best in the world. Bad
fertilizer
and
then
two
or snort, let us mail the paper to
the Arlington, Va., laboratories of
evaporation and draws additional
Some Style Flashes
tastes and odors, which
rows
of
other
types.
In
the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.
you during your absence. The
moisture from the air—has played
develop from vegetable
Necklines are exceedingly impor
every
case
the
Agrieo
The test provides a method of
an important part In the rapid de
regular copy of the paper will
matter, are removed
tant. They are high in front and
produced a larger yield
determining
the
proportions
of
velopment of sand, sand-clay and
go to the home as usual. Just
from the water supply
and
a
better
quality
of
back
for
daytime,
and
in
some
dinner
sand.
clay,
silt
and
other
materials
of 500 cities by nuchar
telephone the address to the
F. 3. Bureau of Puttie Poedt Photo gravel roads that provide a hard,
crop.” Mr. Seyler la one
gowns
they
are
high
all
around
In
road
soils.
A
first
step
in
this
activated carbon.
smooth surface, virtually a "soil
office, or mall a card. The paper
of the prominent grow,
However, many dinner gowns fea
method of soil analysis ls to obtain The “mud shake” machine In concrete”, at low cost. The road
will follow wherever you go, and
era of the West Florida
action.
Bermuda.
Photo
shows
a
thorough
dispersion
of
the
sample
ture
with
the
high-front,
low-back
shown at the right, in Onondaga
BATHING—Pools at ho
will stop on notice when you ar
region, specializing In
Hilda Knight and Joanna
In distilled water by the use of tbe soils have f. determining Influence County, N. Y„ Is a typical example
decolletage.
tels, as well as open -A
rive
home.
There
will
be
do
beans,
peas,
to.mateea.
Allen of New York City at
special "mud shake” machine.
upon the se Trice which sand, sand- of such calcium chloride treated,
Beaches, make bathing
Looking glamorous this season ls
charge.
pool of Hotel Belmont.
The varying constituents of road clay and giavel roads can be ex. highways.
a pleasure In delightful
not so difficult with all the new

J
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TPie World O Moves On!

CONSUMERS’COUNCIL
OF NEW ENGLAND

“Mud Shake” Machine Provides

Data for Highway Builders
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